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LakeAreaHighway WFUL via
Improvements Set iftme4o
At $66,712,500  
FRANKFORT, Ky. Oct. 23 -
Highway Commissioner Beery
Ward said today that the Ken-
tucky Departmeot ot liesnways
plans higliriVy improvements
costing a Olal of $66,712,500
that will serve the "booming"
area around Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
Ward said these improve-
ments will furnish the most
modern access possible to the
area and will greatly assist
the tourist trade which is al-
ready flourishing in the two
lakes and in Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation
Area. -
"Of course, some of these
improvements would have been
made without any considera-
tion of the potential and the
present need in the lakes' area,
but the fact is that the de-
velopment and the future po-
tential of the area, brought
about by the lakes had a great
deal to do with decisions as to
how soon many of the improve-
ments would be made and also
the degree of improvements,"
Ward said.
The commissioner said the
highway improvements include:
Interstate, 34.6 miles, $41,-
173,200- Parkways, 2(1.4 miles,
$15,780.300; Primary. 19.3 miles,
;5,785,000: Secondary, 12.7
miles, $3,966,000.
"The addition of these mod-
ern highways, coupled with fin-
al completion of the Land Be-
tween The Lakes and addi-
tions to facilities, on the two
lakes will make the area one
of the most attractive and ac-
cessible vacation and tourist
areas in the nation," he point-
ed out.
"When completed. we will
have completely circled the por-
tion of the lakes' area in Ken-
tucky with modern highways,"
he said.
Commissioner Ward listed
the projects as follows:
Interstate 24, from near Ky.
1610 at Calvert Huy to Ky.
93 near Eddyville, 22.7 miles;
Used Cars Used Cars I
Late Nadel Trade In's
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1
i
I
i
i
i
1964 Chevrolet 2-dr hardtop,
Ps, Pb, PR: red with black
vinyl inside; Ky. car
1966 Buick LeSabre 4-dr sedan;
white with blue insier; Ps,
Pb and air; Ten. car
196* Ford F•irlane GT 4-speed,
1966 Chino Beloit 4-dr. Pg, V-11,
red; bucket seats; Tenn. Car
kcal one-owner car; 2-tone
1965 Olds 4-dr Ht; Ps, Pb, air;
s
green
1965 Corsair Monza Cony. 4-
speed, red with red
1965 Choy Pickup; long widea
bed; Blue, 6-cylinder
1965 Ford Falcon 2-dr Ht, V-8,,
4-Speed; BIVJP
1964 Chin, Biscayne 4-dc, 6 cyl,i
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
owner
1964 Ford 2-dr Ht; automatic,1
white; Tenn. car
1964-Bsloir Chevrolet, 4-dr se-
dan power steering and Air;
White with blue trim inside.
1963 Comir Monza 2-dr 4-
speed; Gold color
1963 Choy Pick Up short wide
bed; Blue; Tenn. truck
1963 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Pontiac Cony, with power
1963 Choy Imp 4-dr, V-8, Pg,
air, Ps,: Extra Sharp
1963 Buick LeSabre Wg, Power
and air; Local Ky. car
1962 Choy Belair 4-dc, 6 cyl,
straight; white, red trim
1962 Corvair Monza 2-dr white
I
1962 Chevy II Nova station/
wagon 6 cyl, powerglide
1962 Buick cony. Ps and auto-
matic; Beige
1962 Impala Chrvrolist 4-dr, Pg
Green; local Ky. car
1961 Corvair van, white
1961 Olds power and air, Gra
1960 Eclair Choy. Vs Pg;
gram; 4-door sedan
1960 Chey 2-ton truck with!
hoist and Short Bed
1959 Choy 2-dr. Ht; V-I; Pg,
black
1959 Choy 2-dr. HT 6 cyl; Ps
Pg; Black
1959 Buick 4-dr. Ut. Blue
1958 Dodge 1-ton truck WI
Bed
1948 Chevrolet 2-ton truck wf
bed
TAYLOR
Cliev.-Buick. In
FULTON, KY.
LlimUsed Car lot 4724241 Fulton
Main office 472.2486
Ellis Heatheett - Aubrey Toy
or - Larry Sttay -
Dwain and Dan Taylor
vemigsoolgotesais-ovanot
633,256,200; to be compieted in
the Fail of 1969;
Interstate 24, front Ky. 93
to Caldwell-Trigg county line,
11.9 miles; $7,917,000; to be
completed in the Fall of 1.970;
Purchase Parkway, from U.
S. 62 to Ky. 348 near Benton,
10.2 miles; $7,907,000; to be
completed in the Fall of
1966;
U.S. 641, from Benton to the
Calloway County line, 8 miles;
$2,684,000; to be completed as
a four-lane highway in the
Summer of 1969;
U.S. 641, from Marshall
Calloway county line to Alma
Heights, 4.2 miles; $1,177,000;
to be completed as four-Lane
highway in lite Fall of 1968;
U.S. 641, from Alma Heights
le Murray, 3.5 miles; $1,004,-
000; to be completed as a
four-lane highway in the Fall
of 1968;
(U.S. 641 will be four-laned
by adding two new lanes near
existing lanes and upgrading
existing lanes, Ward said.)
Western Kentucky Parkway
Extension, from existing park-
way near Princeton to con-
nection with 1-24 near Eddy-
ville, 10.2 miles; $7,880,800; to
be completed in the Fall of
1968;
U.S. 62, from 1-24 to Kuttawa,
1.5 miles; $203,000; to be com-
pleted as four-lane highway in
the Fall of 1988;
U. S. 641-62, from the Ten-
nessee River to the Cumber-
land River, 2.1 miles; $717,009;
to be completed in the Fall
of 1968;
Ky. 453, from 1-24 to Barkley
Canal Bridge, "gateway" to
the Land Between The Lakes
at the Lyon County line, 3.7
miles; $1,962,000; to be com-
pleted in the Summer of 1968;
East Loop Road in Calvert
City, from Ky. 282 to Fifth
Avenue, 1.04 miles; to be com-
pleted in the Fall of 1967;
Ky. 139 from 1-24 to Cadiz,
miles; $1,800,000; to be com-
pleted in the Winter of 1969.
ACHIEVEMENT HAZARD
Insecurity can follow suc-
cess if we become smug and
forget our friends and allies
who helped us, according to
Dr, Oswald Hoffmann of ra-
dio's famed Lutheran Hour.
WASHINGTON -Twenty-eight
states collect a tax on pari-mu-
tuel wagering on horse races.
In 1964 about $355 million was
obtained this way, three times
the revenues of 20 pari-mutuel
states in 1946.
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Of interest to HomPmakers
"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the flea, 36,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
62 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
62 NASH Ambassador VII, pow-
er steering and brakes; air-
conditioned; low mileage;
clean and sharp
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
61 CORVAIR Station Wagon,
Automatic
61 RAMBLER push-button 4-
door; clean
60 CHEVROLET 6-cyl; auto-
matic; sharp
60 FORD black 4-door Galax*
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mile-
age; clean
a CHEVROLET 4-door straight
stick 6-cyl; sharp
60 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
59 OLDSMOB IL E, power steer-
ing and brakes; clean; low
mileage
54 FORD F•irlane 500, 4-deer;
sharp
$6 OLDSMOBIL E ; automatic;
power steering; clean
JEEP Station wagon
52 CHEVROLET pickup; clean
52 DODGE Van
50 GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear
20-25 ether cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dlel 472-3362
US 45-51 Bypass, North
Agriculture Department
James Logan Pryor Is
Named Distinguished
Alumni At.MSU Today
The Alumni Association of
the Agriculture Department of
Murray State University aelec-
ted James Logan Pryor of May-
field. Kentucky to receive it's
Distinguished Alumni Award.
This award is presented an-
nually for distinguished service
to agriculture and to Murray
State University. Mr. Pryor
graduated from Murray State
University in 1949 with a B.S.
JAMES L. PRYOR
Agricultural Agent
I. C. Railroad
South Fulton
Queen Chosen
FULTON, Ky., -Don-
na Peeples. II-year-old junior,
was named South Fulton foot-
ball queen Friday morning and
will reign over the bomecom-
Mg next Friday, when the Red
Devils meet Obion Central at
the South Fulton Athletic Field,
Miss Peeples, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Peeples,
is captain of the cheerleaders
ard a member ,of the Beta
Club.
Coronation of the football
queen is scheduled for 7:45
p.m., preceding the South Ful-
ton-Obion Central game, which
will begin at 8 p.m.
Subscribe To The News
Ma Complete Newspapee
63 MERCURY sedan, 35,000
miles
63Vs FORD hardtop; local 1.
owner
63 FORD station wagon; loe•V
1 owner
62 FORD Fairlan• SOO sedan
62 FORD station wagon; local
(2) 61 FORD sedans
60 CHEVROLET sedan
(4) 60 FORD sedans
60 OPEL
60 FIAT
59 PONTIAC 4-dr. hardtop;
clean
65 FORD pickup, 8,000 miles
62 FORD pickup; 1 owner
VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfiald Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady end Gaylen Version
Degree in Agriculture and re-
ceived his teaching certificate
from the University of Ken-
tucky the same year. He taught'
Vocational Agriculture in Lyon
County for one year. In 1950
he went with the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company as their
Agricultural Agent and has
been with the Company since
that time, serving western Ken-
tucky and southern Illinois.
Some of the achievements of
Mr. Pryor are as follows: He
was first to demonstrate a me-
chanical tree planter built by
the Agriculture Department of
the I. C. Railroad; cooperated
with the International Harves-
ter Company in promoting lia•
ture renovation which was the
fore-runner of mulch tillage;
traveled throughout his ternto.
ry giving lectures and demon-
strating soil testing with a no.
bile soil test laboratory and pro-
moted quality limestone sold to
farmers which saved them thou-
sands of dollars.
In the dairy industry, Mr.
Pryor was very instrumental
in getting. farmers to build ele-
vated milking parlors aril
trench silos. He has also been
active in promoting artificial
breeding and is helping to de-
velop a dairy and beef calf-
chain by working with the Fu-
ture Farmers and 4-H Club
members in western Kentucky.
In 1964 Mr. Pryot was honor-
ed by being named Chairman
of the 18th National Conference
on Handling Perishable Agri-
cultural Commodities held at
Perdue University. In 1966, he
was named Chairman of the
Agriculture & Natural Resource
Committee of the American
Railway Development Associa-
tion. Since 1960, he has :wen
In charge of a reforestation pro-
ject consisting of 2,300 acres
of land in southern Illinois.
More than a million pine trees
have been planted under his
supervision. In addition to this
he has assisted the develop-
ment of a program to train
fire-fighting crews to construct
mechanical Thad chemical fire
lanes and to control land di-
sease and insect pests.
He has helped to keep farm-
ers in west Kentucky and sou-
thern Illinois informed on farm
topics by writing weekly news-
paper reports for ten papers in
this area. Mr. Pryor has held
many responsible positions. He
has been past President of the
Graves County Agricultural
Council, Chairman of the Agri-
culture Committee of the May-
field Chamber of Commerce,
Chairman of the Beef Show at
the Purchase District Fair and
Judge of Beef and Dairy Cat-
tle for 4-H Club and Future
Farmer organizations. Mr. Pr,-
or has been active in the First
Presbyterian Church at May-
field, Kentucky. as Chairman
of the Board of Deacons, Pres-
ident of the Men's Club and a
member of the Session. He was
a member representing the
First Presbyterian Church on
the Kevil-Will Committee which
distributed over three-fourths of
a million dollars to educatioral
and charitable organizatiars.
Front this will Murray State
University receive 540.000.00 for
scholarship loans Which arc to
serve boys and girls from
Graves and Caldwell Counties,
Mr. Pryor married the form-
er Ladean McNeill and they
have two daughters. Pamela
and Lori. Mrs. Pryor oloo at-
tended Murray Stale University
hut later transferred to the
University of Tennessee where
she obtained a 13.S. Degree.
FARMSRSI Bill has a low
priced 2 ton truck with a grain
bed See it now at - -
Ren-Tenn Auto ,Salesi
Sidewalk 1,11
Exhibit b,
Scheduled
The annual sidewalk art en-
aibits a colorful event, sponsored
by The Paducah Art Guild, is
scheduled to be held Sunday af-
ternoon, Oct. 30, weather per-
mitting.
The exhibit is hung the
foot of Broadway. on the north
side of the street near the flood-
wall. Each artist is responsible
for his own work and it is put
ip on a first come, first served
15515.
This outdoor exhibit of art is
3pen to all artists of the area:
West Kentucky, West Tennes-
see, Southern Illinois, and South-
eastern Missouri. There is no
entry fee, and artists need not
3e members of t Is e Paducat
Art Guild.
The exhibit begins at I p.m.
and continues until sundown.
The purpose is to encourage ar-
tists to show their work in an
nformal way end for the pub-
ic to meet and visit with each
artist, a guild officer said.
In the event of rain the ex-
hibit will be postponed until the
'allowing Sunday.
South Fulton
Beats Fulton
The football rivalry of the
twist-cities of Fulton and South
Fulton was in full bloom Friday
night on the Tennesseans' field
as the South Fulton Devils, be-
fore a standing room only size
crowd, continued their mastery
over the Kentuckians.
Last year South Fulton
took a 2-0 victory over Ful-
ton but tilts year, sporting all
kinds of running power, they
came back from a third quarter
tie, to take a convincing 34-14
victory.
Although South Fulton runup
17 first downs to Fulton's 7, it
was a real dog fight for three
quarters.
South Fulton's crashing
Greg Hamilton, who has dis-
covered he can also pass, find
covered he can also pass, fired
a 20 yarder to Lee Ingram for
the Devils' first score. Hamil-
ton ran for the extra point.
South Fulton fans really got
'something to cheer about in the
second period. In that frame,
SF's James Counce and Scotty
Boyd put a bone-jarring tackle
an Fulton Quarterback Jimmy
rreas and the ball popped loose.
Lee Ingram caught it in mid-
air and raced 30 yards for the
second Devil score. Hamilton
added the extra point and South
Fulton led 14-0.
Fulton struck back csi a 30
yard scoring pass from Trees
to Henry Armstrong and Red
Forrest kicked the extra point
and at the half South Fulton's
lead was cut to 14-'1.
Fulton knotted the score in
the third frame as Smith threw
to Armstrong for 20 yards and
a score and Forrest kicked an
extra point.
It was about that time that
the Devils decided that some-
thing had to be done and they
slipped their high scoring ma-
chine into high gear.
Quarterback Bob Boyd toss-
ed a 15 yarder to Steve Green
and Hamilton added the extra
Point before the third quarter
was history.
Then In the fourth stanza
Hamilton fired to James Counce
for a 30-yard touchdown strike
and ran for the extra noint.
With about 20 seconds left
In the game the Devils put the
icing on the cake as Green went
In from the three. The score
was set up by Allen Ingram who
intercepted on the 20 and
rambled to the eight.
Each team was penalized
only 20 yards. South Fulton
completed five of nine passes,
three for Tile, while Fulton hit
on four of 12 for a pair of scores.
South Fulton's punting averaged
40 yards and Fultores was good
for 41.
Top South Fulton ground
gainers were Green with 103
yards, Hamilton with 97 and
John Lucy with 48.
Next Friday night Smith
Fulton hopes to break its Cen-
tral Rebel jinx. The Devils
have tied, tut never beaten Cen-
tral but this year will unleash
all stops In an attempt to down
the Rebels on the SF field.
Want Quick Results"
Buy A Shopper Want Ad
INSULATED
RUBBER
BOOTS
$439 pr.
Radmrel .riouge C..
Lake St. - Fulton. Ky.
SAVE NOW ON
ALL YOUR
FALL NEEDS
FALL VALUE DAYS
Fall Is Everywhere ... And We're Ready With A Whole Store
Full Of Exciting Values For All The Family And Home, Too!
COME IN TODAY!
PRINTED COTTON OUTING
Stripes, Checks
Juvenile Patterns
Assorted Colors
29c Yd.
Floral
Print
TOWEL
ENSEMBLE
Bath
'rowel „ 66c
Guest
Towel .. 36t
Wash
Cloth 22e
Drip - Dry
COTTON
PRINTS
39c Yd.
Small Florals
Geometries
Stripes
BOYS' ALL WEATHER COAT
Zip-out Lining
Black, Loden Green
Sizes 8-20 $10.95
Hooded
SWEAT
SHIRTS
$2.99
Zipper Front
White, Navy,
Red
Men's Sizes
S-M-L-XL
Men's
F ELT
HATS
$5.95
Fur Felt
Assorted
Colors
Sizes 4'‘ to
71/2
QUILTS - Rayon-bound
ONLY $4 88
Each
Boys'
SWEAT
SHIRTS
99c
White
S - M - L
Boys'
STAY-
PRESS
PANTS
$4.99
College Sty' ts
Continental
Styles
Asst. Colors
6-18
 4
KONSTANT KREASE PANTS
Assorted Colors for Men
Never Need Ironing
Sizes 28 to 42
$5.99
11111•11111111PINIIIIIIMIIIM1
Slipover Styles
Solids, Fancies
BOYS' SWEATERS
Orlon . Wool Blonds $4.95
Crew Neck Pull 
and
Cardigans 6.70 $6.95
Men's
WARM
JACKETS
$9.95
Corduroys
Laminated
Types
Asserted
Colors
Mon's
WESTERN
JACKET
$12.95
Scrubbed
Denim
Acrylic Pile
Lining
Sites 34 to 44
MEN'S SWEATERS
Cardigan and $8.95
To
S.M-L 612.95
CITY, COUNTY OFFICIALS WOULD HAVE MORE POWER:
)New Charter to Strengthen Local Initiative, Lowry Declares
ii By Carol Hoskins
am 
for the proposed re-
of the Kentucky Consti-
=
' Stated Dr. C. S. Lowry,
-
an of the social sciences
. :.-tleertment, "because I fear
tr. Ilia: centralization of all powers
-Washington — a trend which
: bfloing to continue unless state
la., and local governments are made
Z more responsible to the people.
Z. "We have found that if a thing
needs to be done, it will be
• dose; if not by the kcal govern-
-
: anent, then by the national gov-
• ernment. If local and state auth-
orities in Alabama and Missis-
sippi will not register their ve-
▪ ers, Uncle Sam will."
::. Dr. Lowry has been working
I:..; long hours to secure the pass-
risge of the proposed revision of
5::the Kentucky constitution, which
Dial be voted on Nov. 8. If the
Eyroposed revision passes it will
'''eplace the 1891 constitution
:-4AeW in use.
r.
-_- The main theme in his tadts
ttgaz the proposed revision is that
_local governments need to be
_given "greater initiative."
. Dr. Lowry stresses that "on-
4lek the present constitution the
local governments have no right
SO self-government whatsoever.
They may do only what the
legislature or general assemlay
permits them to do by law.''
The present consitution m.m-
tons county officers that may
be elected in the counties: they
Include judge of the county
Court, county court clerk, attor-
ney, sheriff, jailor, coroner, as-
bigsgworamasilmai
obit .ta$11+ touch,
_1 e pf
'1;;•-•••- .*•"'•;1.4
att. itottre/
"Shop,th6- home
furnishings dept. at the
PARK TERRACE
•• for
Fix.tursi d
Matching Vases arid Ash
• Trays4. c
Magnificent gliva-re
Wail plaClUes
Floral arrangements
No'
sessor, and surveyor, and a
justice of the peace, and con-
stable in each district.
But it does not provide any
duties for them. The legislature
Can take as ay any and all
offices without asking. Dr. Low-
ry also stated that two years
ago about 740 constables were
abolished.
"The idea I'm getting at here
is that every single unit and
function of local government can
be abolished under the old con-
stitution," he said.
"Under section 63 of the old
constitution all the functions of
local government can be taken
away."
Section 63: "Nothing contained
herein shall prevent the Gen-
eral Assembly from abolishing
any county."
The same section in the pro-
posed constitutional revision:
"Article VIII, Section 1: "The
General Assembly shall have
the power to provide for the
government, officers and func-
tions of units of local govern-
ment, and to create, alter, con-
solidate and dissolve them; ex-
cept that no county shall be
abolished, consolidated with any
other unit of government, or
have any change made in its
boundaries unless the matter is
submitted to the voters of the
county and approved by a maj-
ority of those voting on the sub-
ject."
Dr. Lowry also stated that the
new constitution gives the local
units some responsibility for per-
forming services where they
should be performed. He further
stated that under the proposed
revision, counties and cities will
have all the powers not denied
to them by the constitution or
by the legislature, whereas, un-
der the old constitution the coun-
ties and cities have only those
powers expressly delegated by
state legislation.
Dr. Lowry added that the pow-
Pizza Party Threesome
Fall is a natural time for pizza
parties: bringing hot food into the
menu for the after-football-game
crowd, the Saturday night get-
together and the late night snack
sessions.
Pizza making can be just as
much fun as pizza eating if you
have the proper utensils with which
to facilitate your work.
Mary Ann March, home econo-
mist for the Ekco Housewares Com-
pany, recommends the following
trio of equipment for ease in home
pizza creation:
I ) A pizza roller—a small sized
version of the familiar rolling pin,
but this one with two rotten, one
at each end of a comfortable easy-
grip handle. This handy tool rolls
thin uniform crusts . . . large
roller for broad, flat surfaces . . .
small roller for perfect edging.
2) A side-handled pizza pie pan
—enabling the cook to remove the
pan from her oven and serve the
pizza conveniently and safely. Bake-
ware that absorbs heat rather than
reflects it, is recommended for the
pan.
3) A pizza pie cutter--an es-
sential utensil with a circular rotary
stainless steel blade and a safety
thumb guard on the handle to pro-
tect the cook's fingers while she
cut generous wedges for her guests.
er provided for local govern-
ment under the proposed revi-
sion will "strengthen the state
so it can do things that need
to be done rather than letting
state powers drift to Washing-
ton."
Three other important points
mentioned by Dr. Lowry are
the changes the proposed consti-
tution will initiate in the legis-
lative, executive and judicial
branches of the government.
Under the proposed revision
the governor could succeed him-
self in office for one term. "This
provision will strengthen o u r
executive branch of government
because the governor will have
the opportunity to .gain more
experience during eight years in
office," noted Dr. Lowry,
"The legislative branch o f
government will be greatly af-
fected under the proposed revi-
sion," commented Or, Lowry.
The terms for members of the
house of representatives will be
increased to four year terms,
and the terms for the members
of the senate will be increased
to six years. He noted that un-
der the revision we would al-
ways have experienced persons
in the legislature. Also the leg-
islature will meet eontinously,
whereas now it meets only GO
days every two years.
The judicinl branch of gevern-
ment will also be revised under
the proposed coastitution. The
revision provides for a supreme
court. The court of appeals,
which is now the highest court
in the state, will become a more
specialized court, he added.
"If the proposed revision of
the Kentucky constitution is not
passed on Nov. 8, we will go
on operating without a consti-
tution just as we have for sonic
time now, because for all prac-
tical purposes we don't have a
state constitution."
"Everything it tells its not to
do we're doing. Under the pro-
visions of. the old constitution
ice can't have roads, pay sal-
aries, or maintain public in-
stitutions; yet we are doing all
these things. For that reason I
say we don't have a state con-
stitution."
Mirroring the intimate relation-
ship between home ownership
and continued prosperity, persons
owning their own home now rep-
resent more than five out of every
eight occupied housing units in
the United States. The proportion
was about 63.5 per cent in the first
quarter of this year, the highest
in the U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus records going back to before
the turn of the century. The
ratio first crossed the 50 per cetis
mark in the decade of the Forties
and has moved up steadily since.
Home ownership is most prev-
alent outside metropolitan areas •
where the proportion of owner -
occupancy is seven out of every
ten. Regionally the North Cential
States lead the rest of the country
with a rate of just under 69
per cent. The Northeast is the
lowest with 575 Der cent
Enjoy the frosty
taste of Fpascra!
It's a blizzard!
BOTTLE() UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
THE FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY!
Ammo?
Wholesale Prices
TWO DAYS ONLY
THURS - FRIDAY
OCTOBER 27-28
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE TO MEASURE YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS
BUY NOW AT THESE NEVER-BEFORE-HEARD-OF PRICES!!!
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CONDOMINIUM
HIGH IN THE SKY
St. Tropez — New York's
First "Condominium in the
One of the first apartmentis to be built in New York
Tarthdividual ownership rather
or rental, the St. Tropez
inium reflects the best
a decade of fine apartment
ildings.
The individual kitchens in
St. Tropez are the ultimate
ient kitchen design. "Bon
tit" is assured in the in-
colorful settings, skill-
planned to provide the
ate in convenience. The
en boasts all of the ac-
• rements of today's tech-
IP gy . . . colored built-in
-oven, counter-top range,
ighenAid dishwasher, two-
ckgr colored refrigerator, and
cabinets galore. '.
The kitchens arc the piece-
• de-resistance at the St. Tropez
—,:custom-dcsigned and cus-
toni-finishcd for unaccustomed
:kighen-ease. The dishwasher
Cirri bles_ each homemaker to
i.•_.ki,:cp her kitchen looking
mzrrkling clean. at all times.
- The built-in Kitchen Aid dish-
- „Nasher front matches the gen-
e:2441 kitchen decor to add a
'1:91111art fashion touch. 
rAisiarArstraggigarA.4112.
Dial 472-1851 Opim
OW,  THRU SATURDAI
32 Double Feature %
i Thrills! S
% ‘1 "THE BLOB"
z .
4 _ P-L-U-S — I
% 1 
1 
"DINOSAURUS"
a .
4 3
In-Technicolor! 3
S   3
4 4
S Sunday Thru WednesdaN
4
DIRECT FROM IS PREMIERE SSOVENTS ,li 
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT AT SPECIAL
PRICES NO RESERVED SE A'S 
INOW EVERYONE CAN SEE %
THE MOST LOVERLY t1 MORON MINIM AU. TIME! )4
Winner of 8 11. ollny %
0 MIR I
Academy '1
A 
1 ,4,"
Awards
E
% 1811er are. at LaDY
R( HEPBURN .REX HP.RPITN 111" t
limner sum manor ro [Kis otet MIS. Ik
, sueurairAuermaimerasuarAnsr
BANANA PEELS HELP ROSE BUSHES GROW
Long the butt of jokes and
the subject of lawsuits, ba-
nana peels found a brief
moment of glory during World
War II when grease was in
short supply and the peels
were in big demand for use in
"greasing" the skids of ships
being launched. Since then,
the only people who put ba-
nana peels to productive use
were slapstick comedians and
circus clowns.
Now, John M. Fox, presi-
dent of United Fruit Com-
pany, the world's largest
producer and marketer of ba-
nanas (banana peels, too),
thinks he has found a new use
for the peels.
A rose gardener recently
reported on her good luck
using banana peels ass fertil-
izer for her roses. Since ba-
nanas are Fox's business, he
was interested in finding out
more about the peel's fertiliz-
ing properties. He consulted
his research staff and they
verified the rose gardener's
theoey that banana peels
make an excellent food for
rose bushes and other plants
as well.
UF's researchers report
that the slippery yellow skinsl
are high in potash and decay
rapidly ir. soil due to their
high water content. The ba-
Hospitals and clinics in
impoverished areas overseas
;ire in dire need of bedding.
Bring a bundle of used sheets
to a Catholic church during
the 1966 Catholic Bishops'
Thanksgiving Clothing Cam-
paign this November.
nana peel method should help
rose bushes nourish with
larger, and more beautiful
roses ass result%
Six to nine peels can be
safely used at one time. Peels
should be mashed into the soil
around the rose bush; itls not
necessary to cut them up or
bury them deep, but the peels
should be covered lightly with
soil under the leaf area of the
rose plant.
Fertilizing techniques dif-
fer according to climate, but
Fall and Spring are generally
considered the best times to
fertilize. Rose bushes grow
best where the drainage is
good and the roots do not lie
in water too long. There
should be enough sunshine—
early morning is preferable
to the hot afternoon sun.
One last precaution — rose
bushes should not be planted
near large shrubs where the
roots will have to compete for
the minerals from the soil.
Banana peels make good
food for other plants, too.
While the banana peel is high-
est in potassium (potash), it
also contains other minerals
good for plants, including cal-
cium, magnesium, phosphate,
sulphur, sodium, silica and
chlorides.
Last year, Americans ob-
served the spirit of Thanks-
giving by giving 19% million
pounds of used clothing,
shoes and bedding to the
Catholic Bishops' Thanks-
giving Clothing Campaign
for distribution to the poor
VOTE FRANK CLEMENT
FOR U. S. SENATE...
Endorsed for the 8enate
Ali his sound
'Record 4elP
Paid for by Citizens tor E icment, Sonny Puckett, Co-Chairman
NIBBLE,
When t was a boy, longer ago
than I will ever admit, it used
to be sound parental doctrine
that eating between meals was
strictly taboo. This went side by
side with the dictum that chil-
dren cleaned their plates before
they left the table—or else.
Adding insult to injury was the
common practice of enforcing
compliance with adult standards
by sending violators to bed sup-
perless.
My grandmother fixed all that
If we were sent to bed to medi-
tate on our sins, she sneaked up
the back stairs with good things
for us to eat; she also dispensed
cookies and maple sugar between
meals. And we couldn't help no.
tiring that the grown !folks often
left food on their plates if they
did not like it. As for us. we were
by W. W Bauer, M.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
TASTE OR SNACK?
commanded to eat what was
placed before us. And like it!
Not Frowned On Now
Now vie know that eating be-
tween meals is no dietetic sin.
It may be a help to good nu-
trition. It may even be a nec-
essity under certain conditions
in which digestion and nutrition
are not normal. We have learned
that a child may require morning
or afternoon snacks, and that if
these are well-chosen, they not
only contribute to his nutrition.
but prevent his becoming so hun-
gry that he actually has difficulty
enjoying the noon or evening
meal.
Diabetics, and persons with di-
gestive problems, as well as those
who wish to gain weight but can-
not eat more at meals, often de-
pend on the between-meal snack.
HIRSCH'S
End-of-Month
Thermal
Blankets
White and Solid Colors
$7.00 If Perfect NOW
$3.88
SAVE
ENGLISH STYLE
Bicycles $28.88
Regular $39.95
Only 2 at this price
Western Suits $1.55
Size 3 to 8 Shirt & Pant
Rich Plaids
Size 6 to 16
Fulton. Ky.
Such snacks, of course, should
consist of foods required in the
four basic food group plan, and
not merely of taste-satisfying
foods or just random eating.
Snacks should be counted, both
as to calories and to nutrient
content. in the day's food quota.
Nibbling is something else
again. This is often the tempta-
tion which assails good cooks, or
those with time on their hands
and too ready access to the candy
box, the cookie jar, the leftovers,
or the soda fountain.
One of the members of my fam-
ily was an inveterate nibbler. She
ate little at meals, but she
nibbled practically all the time
between meals She also won-
dered why she got fat. She was
a marvelous cook.
Tasting, Too
Tasting is another habit easily
formed in the kitchen. Modern
cooks who use recipes are less
liable to this habit than the older
cooks who added a bit of this,
a touch of that, and a sprinkle
of the other to the stew-pot, and
then tasted to see that it was
right This had to be done quite
often. and for a number of dishes.
The taster also commonly eats
the tag end of the carrot that is
difficult to grate, or the bit of
butter left on the spatula. and
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-
when it comes to clearing away
after dinner, it's so much easier
Just to eat up the little dabs left
in the serving dishes than to clut-
ter up the refrigerator with left-
overs. This can add up to quite
a load in the course of the day:
Yes, good snacks, are useful,
but beware of nibbling and tast-
ing.
CAYCE
RESTAURANT
Is Now Open!
• • •
Plate Lunches
Sandwiches, all kinds
Breakfast Anytime
Open 5:30 A. M.
I 
Negt To Cayce Texaco
Cayce, Ky.
Mrs. Paul Hamblen 41
Fabulous Fashion Finds for Smart Shoppers !
CURTAINS 50c
While 31 Last
Cushions 4 for $1.
Chair Size
Ladies
Panties
19c
Limited Quaniiy
Brief Style
Size 5, 6, 7
BIG SAVINGS ON MEN'S APPAREL
Sweat Shirts
Values To $2.50
MENS WHITE
Dress Shirts
Broken Sizes
$1.55
Regular $1.50
MENS WINTER
Jackets $6.88
Regular $8.00
REG. $3.00
WOOLENS
REG. $1.00
CORDUROY
Solid Colors
67c Yd.
$7.95 Value
Hair Spray 47c
Reg. or Hard to Hold
LADIES
Sweat Shirts $1.67
Short Sleeve
• -
Reg. $2.50 NOW
BOYS WESTERN STYLE
Jeans
$1.44
Regular, Slim, Huskie
Size 6 to 18
HIRSCH & CO SF &New AySouth Fullosi
BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS
away
easier
left
o clut-
left-
quite
day:
seful,
test-
EYE PARK LANDS — Billy Hayes Hall of Hutchcralt's
Motel (left) lent a hand as engineers took a close look at
the 200 acres of land at Ssmburg which will be turned into a
state park. With Mr. Hall are, from left: Torn Seabrook
and Bob Browne of the Gassner, Nathan & Browne firm
October is "Crop and
Livestock Statist i c s
Month" in Kentucky.
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
Governor Breathitt has
issued this proclama-
tion in o r d er for
* Greasing *Oil Chang
111 • Muffler and tailpipe
service
• Let us balance your tires
11ELOS ASHLAND SERVICE
of MemphLs which is to prepare a master plan of all park.
lands at Reelfoot; Duncan Callicott, state park planner, and
Leroy Holland, state field superintendent. The group,
with a number of other officials, vLsited th. area
Kentucky to be a part
of this Nationwide
observance.
The Kentucky Crop
and Livestock Report-
ing Service isa
Federal-State cooper-
ative program. It not
only serves agriculture,
but many other indus-
tries as well. An idea
as to what housewives
can expect to pay for
certain foods can be
derived from the
field reports of the
Reporting Service.
Secretary of Agri-
culture Orville Freeman
has particularly
praised efforts of the
850,000 voluntary
reporters nationWide.
These cooperating
farmers and business-
men form the backbone
of the reporting sys-
tem. Theiryoluntary
reporting of informa-
tion helps hold down
the costs of collecting
statistics, and their
expert judgments of
local agricultural
conditions enhance
the accuracy of reports. .
There are nearly
35,000 of these un-
selfish public servants
in Kentucky serving
as crop and livestock
reporters. This corps
of dedicated p e opl e
work closely with the
State Statistician to
perform a truly vital
service to the State
and Nation.
All of this r(porting
takes effort and or-
ganization. To do the
job, SRS works in co-
operation with states
to maintain a list of
report er s --farmers
and agri-businessmai.
SRS has 43 field offices
which cover the 50
states. The Kentucky
office in Louisville
works in close co-
operation with the
Kentucky Department
of Agriculture.
Today's farmers
depend on figures
of agriculture to help
them keep their corn-
Southern States New Fall Corn Fertilizer
Plow-Down Program Can Pay Off Big For You
Call now for Southern States Fertilizer
Spreader Truck. Get your phosphate, pot-
ash and part of your nitrogen spread now.
Then plow down. This is Southern States
Fall Corn Fertilizer Program, your key to
bigger corn yields_and profits.
Decreased soil compaction . . . no more
wet spring problems . . . an easing of the
pressure next spring. But most important
of all, you get as much as 10 extra bushels
in yield. That's because by plowing down
now, you get the plant food down deep
where the moisture is, where the corn roots
can utilize it most effectively, even during
dry weather.
Maximum feeding value that's been proven
by our Land Grant Colleges to be superior
to spring fertilization.
Find out more about
Southern States Fall Corn
Fertilization Plow-Down Program.
Contact Your
Southern States Cooperative
Agency Now
plex operations running
smoothly. The mar-
keting system demands
accurate and timely
data on thousands of
agricultural topic s,
and the administrators
of Government pro-
grams rely heavily
upon SRS reports in
making decisions.
Kentucky crop
reporting began back
in 1914 with the founding
of the local State office
in Louisville. Field
Agent, Lucas Moore,
a former Commiss-
ioner of Agriculture,
was the first man in
charge of this work
on a full-time basis.
The work was strictly
a Federal responsi-
bility ufrtil 1948 when
the first permanent,
workable cooperative
agreement was formed
with the Kentucky De-
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partment of Agricul-
ture. James Koeppel-
is the Agricultural
Statistician in charge
and he and his staff
work in coordination
with a complement of
six from the State
Department of Agri-
culture. The State
Statisticians are
Charles Ross, Winston
Statton, a n d Ronald
Smith. Miss E. Lee
Miller, Miss Marilyn
Lauer, and Mrs. Freda
Hendricks are sta-
tistical clerks.
In1960, the Kentucky
State Legislature
voted the first funds
solely for the purpose
of collecting and pub-
lishing agricult u r al
statistics in coopera-
tion with the USDA.
These funds enabled
expansion of the sta-
tistical staff and firp
publication of an
annual bulletin, Ken-
tucky Agricultural
Stati s ties.
1 up $ For Your OldTO SO Cook Stove
Meet The Trad'in Peeple Al WADE'S --
Old Furniture Makes The Down Payment_
90 Days Same As Cash-Easy Monthly
Payments!
Fulton, Ks' October 27, 1966   01110.111.Man.
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Mrs. Kolb
Speaks At
PTA Meet
The 39th Kentucky Congress of
First District Parents and Teach-
ers held the annual Fall Confer-
ence at First Presbyterian
Church, Mayfield, with Mayfield
PTA as host.
Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr., First
District president, called t h e
meeting to order and made the
.t principal address. A salute tr
the Flag was led by Troop 38,
Boy Scouts of America. The wet-
come was given by Al McClain
of Mayfield and the response
, was given by Mrs. J. T. Rice of
- McCracken County.
Pages for the meeting were
Caroline Kolb, Mary Kolb, Rita
• McDaniel and Pam Pryor.
Mrs. Kolb spoke on "Making
PTA Meaningful." She stressed
the importance of hay:rig PTA
programs that concern the prob-
lems of our children and our
schools, and urged having pro-
grams with a purpose.
194 delegates included presi-
dents, officers, principals, and
guests
A board meeting was held pre-
ceding and following the meet-
ing. Spring conference will be
held at Andrew Jackson Elemen-
tary Scheel in Paducah.
District officers besides Mrs.
Kolb were: first vice president,
Mrs. Russell Jackson, Arlington;
treasurer, Mrs. Frank Young
Jr., Paducah; secretary, Mrs.
Charles Clark, Murray; parlia-
mentarian, Mrs. W. L. Bennett
Jr., Paducah; district commit-
tee chairman, home and family
life, Mrs. Perry Smith, May-
field; health and mental health,
Mrs. Eugene O'Daniel, Gilberts-
ville;
High school service, Mrs. Wil-
liam C. Nall Jr., Murray; schol-
arship, Mrs. J. A. Gadberry, Pa-
ducah; Juvenile protection, Mrs.
Robert Terry, Melber; member-
ship, Mrs. John Travis, Benton;
Congress publications, Mrs. Clo-
vis Copeland, Paducah; excep-
tional child, Mrs. James Tucker,
Kirksey; publicity, Mrs. W. B.
Slaughter, Paducah; chairman
and spiritual, Mrs. Robert Ru-
dolph; reading and library, Mrs.
M. T. Hamilton; pre-school, Mrs.
Norman Blakely; safety, Mrs.
M. D. Bowden; citizenship and
international relations legisla-
tion, cultural arts program (act-
ing), Mrs. Russell Jackson; Pa-
ducah thy Council president,
Mrs. John Goheen; McCracken
County Council president, Mrs.
J. T. Rice.
Coffee—The
Modern Way
In most nineteenth century
homes, the first sound of the
day was the coffee grinder.
Coffee beans that were freshly
roasted right in the kitchen
were used in the grinder. The
handle creaked -- the grinders
scraped—and the drawer was
filled with aromatic grounds.
Overtaken by antiquity, the
hand coffee grinder has be-
come a real decorator's item,
charmingly old-fashioned, and
Today, it is possible to grind caste
the efficient, modern way with the
Kitchenffid El 
 Coffee Mill De-
signed with the discriminating n04.
drinker in mind, the mill, grinds the
toffee beans to a specific coarseness
or fi I grind and captures the
aroma of the freshly roasted bean
has been replaced by a
KitchenAidElectricCoffee
Mill made by The Hobart
Manufacturing Company.
The Electric Coffee Mill has
specific settings for coarseness
or fineness of grind, depending
upon the type of coffee maker
used. When you consider the
importance of using the proper
grind, it's easy to understand
why.
The KitchenAid Electric
Coffee Mill also has a clear
plastic hopper for the coffee
beans so that you always know
when it's time to buy more.
To enjoy the flavorful, aro-
matic coffee that Grandmother
did, buy fresh coffee beans at
your local food store, anti
grind your coffee just before
brewing. You'll find you will
make and enjoy the best cup
of coffee ever.
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LGOBLINS GET
BEAT THE FREEZE
•
a,*
ITS NO TRICK
L ET US
WINTERIZE 
coourinurrm IAT DRAIN RAD-OR MID FLUSH WITH TEXACORADIATOR FLUSH 
---- CHK ALL HEATER
MID 
RADIATOR HOSE TO 
EC 
INSURE FREE-
DOM FROM LEAKS FILL 
RADIATOR WITH
TEXACO 
PERMANENT TYPE ANTI
-FREEZEBONUS- 250 Extra Ouality StampsGood Throu h Nov. 9 1966SKY CHIEF
GASOLINE
FOR QUICK EASY WINTER STARTS
FIRE CHIEF GASOLINE
FOR ECONOMY AND DEPENDABILITY
FIRESTONE TIRES
DELCO AND TEXACO BATTERIES
AC SPARK PLUGS and FILTERS Double StampsMOTOR TUNE UP With Fill-UpWASHING and POLISHING Tuesdays and
-- Pick Up and Delivery - - Wednesdays
QUALITY
A
; N
•
DRAIN CRANKCASE - FLUSH 
AND REFILL
WITH HAYOLINE MOTOR OIL 
OR
HAVOLINE 10 W 30 AND - - -
COMPLETE MARFAK 
LUBRICATION -CHECK
STEERING LINKAGE SHOCKS AND 
BRAKE
SHOES ------ 
_
BONUS - 250 Extra Quality Stamps
Good Through Nov. 9, 1966
igge•ffiffikFREE
FOR THE KIDDIES 
-
TRICK OR TREAT BAGS
FULTON TEXACO
SER
 yig5FITER 6 STATE 
ROAD SERVICE 472-3961 OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
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Maple platform rocker,
Good,
2 Coffee and end fables
1 New coal heifer 
20-Ft. Maytag deep
freezer  $125.00
New living room chair $49.95
General Riddle ranee: factory
rebuilt $75.
Norge refrigerator, good $29.5
Cushion floor — $1.73 Sq. Yard
1 Electric range, good 120.
2 New hollywood bed head-
boards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for $15.
2-Refrigerators in working
order, each  $20
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised!
sowsiBubots, one.,ith cab; good
2 - A Gleaners
Robots, cabs; ready to go
2-300 Massey Fergusons
Robots, 1 with cab; like new
2-72 Massey Fergusons
Robots; 10-ft. headers
1 -45 John Deere
. Robot; a real good one
1 - Ford 10-Ft. Combine
The above combines are ecluiPPod
with Rice and Cain tires, pickup
reels and corn heads are available.
and several 66 Combines; ready
for immediate use.
Free financing on most of these
combines after down payment.
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT
COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.
JOHNSON MACHINERY CO.
Union City, Tenn. 885-0961
DRESDEN TRACTOR CO.
Dresden, Tenn. 364-2768
PIANOS - MOST piano buyers
end their shopping at REED'S
MUSIC MANOR! COME AND SEE
WHY! Save 6200 to 6500 on Fine
Quality Pianos. Brands used in
over 700 Universities and Music
Schools. 15 year guarantees! We
service and tune what we sell!
Band Instruments at discount
prices! (REED'S MUSIC MANOR)
just off the Benton-Mayfield high-
way at Harvey. Telephone 527-8955.
Open evenings and Sunday by ap-
pointment. Call Celled.
Action, suspense, thrills
and bargains are yours
for the bidding at the
Auction. Watch for
Auction notices in the
Classified section of
this newspaper.
Massey-Ferguson-35 S. P.
Good - Pick up Reel-Ideal
for all farm-Ready for
Bald. We stock parts
$1350.00
Massey - Ferguson-72 S. P.
Pick up Reel - Ready for
Soybeans Late Models
MF 92 S. P. Pick up - Real
Cwood Late Model - Priced
Che , $2450.00
OTHER SELF PROPELL
8450.00 ut
27 Used Machines To
Pick From
REELFOOT
Equipment Co
Tiptonville, Tenn.
On Reelfoot Lake
Phone 253-6968
HEREFORD PRODUCTION SALE
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7
12:00 NOON, CST
104 Lots 135 Heed
INCLUDING:
26 Service Age Bulls
27 Cows & 27 Calves
30 Bred Heifers
25 Open Heifers
FREE DELIVERY CLEAN PEDIGREES
One of the top offerings of Herefords ever sold in Kentucky.
This herd Is on the Performance Testing Program In cooperathen
with the University of Kentucky. Weights and grottos will be
given on sale day.
WALTER'S RUBY'S
EVERGREEN HILL FARM
MADISONVILLE. ICY.
PARM LOCATED ON EAST CITY LIMITS
4, "The Louisiane," will be dis-
continued from New Orleans to
Memphis, northbound, but will
zontinue as at present from
Memphis to Chicago.
4. Present train No. 8 will
continue to operate from New
Orleans to Memphis.
5. Trains Nos. 15 and 16,
The Chickasaw." will be com-
bined with trains Nos. 3 and 4,
"The Louisiane," between Car-
bondale and Memphis. Through
coaches will be handled as at
present between St. Louis and
Memphis.
The Illinois Central said there
will be no changes with respect
to the all
-Pullman streamlined
"Panama Limited" and the ail-
coach streamlined "City of New
Orleans," long-distance trains
between Chicago-St. Louis and
New Orleans.
"We have arranged cnanges
to eliminate costly local service
which can be more economical-
ly and efficiently handled by
our other trains, which well
serve the areas where change
is proposed," said Biesterfeldt.
"These proposals are aimed at
preserving and enhancing the
attractiveness of the passenger
service the public wants and
uses. The change only elimin-
ates surplus operations which
are no longer needed and there-
by makes it possible to main-
tain the highest quality of pas-
senger service on popularly
patronized trains," he said.
Popped a button lately?
Lost 20 pounds?
Clothes that have gone out
of fashion, or no longer fit
you, needn't crowd your
closets. A bundle of used but
serviceable clothing, taken to
the Catholic church in your
neighborhood during the 18th
annual Catholic Bishops'
Thanksgiving Clothing Cam-
paign in November, will be
given to Catholic Relief Serv
ices for distribution to needy
men, women and children in
80 countries around the
world. The garments you no
longer need can mean com-
fort, happiness-and perhaps
even survival to the poor
and ill-clad overseas.
Americans can celebrate
Thanksgiving this year by
putting the accent on giving.
Donate a bundle of used
garments to the 1966 Cath-
olic Bishops' Thanksgiving
Clothing Campaign
IC Plans To Discontinue Some
Trains And Consolidate Others
The Illinois Central Railroad
said it is planning consolida-
tions and discontinuances of
certain of its local passenger
train services as of Nov. 10.
Notices to the public in af-
fected cities and towns were
posted last week in accordance
with Interstate Commerce Com-
mission requirements. State
government officials and the In-
terstate Commerce Commission
also were given formal notice
of the proposal.
"Illinois Central proposals
preserve all basic passenger
transportation service," s a id
Herman J. Biesterfeldt, passen-
ger traffic rpanager. "The pub-
lic will not be deprived of any
essential rail service:" he add-
ed.
Changes in passenger service
proposed by the Illinois Central
are:
I. To operate train No. 25,
"The Southern Express," from
Chicago to Carbondale, Ill., in-
stead of to New Orleans. The
train will be renamed "The
Campus," southbound.
2. Operation of train No. 8,
"The Creole," will cease from
Memphis to Carbondale, but
continue tu serve the area from
Carbondale to Chicago as the
northbound "Campus," train
No. 28. Origin of this train at
Carbondale will better enable
the railroad to maintain sched-
ules more conveniently suited to
students at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale and
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign.
3. The schedule of train No.
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
ERVICES. Those of you who
?have some service to offer have an
'opportunity in classifieds. Do you
'paint? do alterations? fix bicyclesi,
babyslt? Make that spending mon-
ey — use Shopper classifieds!
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now as ailable at
SCH1THSIDE DRUG
WANTED TO BUY: Wood for
fire place. Phone 472-3805 or
472-1285.
Bake a cake. Try a souffle.
Sizzle a steak. But rest
assured that when you do it
with gas, you're doing it best.
Nothing in the world tops
gas for cooking. That's why
over 90% of America's chefs
and cooks, cook with gas.
You control gas with easy
precision. It goes on and off
instantly.. .at your com-
mand. No warmup. No
waiting. No food spoiling,
pot-boiling "hangover heat."
You'll enjoy better cooking
every time. And gas is clean,
clean as a whistle.
If you've a yearning for
automation you can get it
with modern gas ranges.
Both on top burners and in
ovens. Precision sensors
will keep heat exactly where
you want it. Will keep food
warm for extended periods.
And special controls turn
burners and ovens on and
off as you dictate.
Why settle for anything else?
Cook with gas and know
that you're really cooking
... first class.
...nothing else lets you
cook with the perfect control
of a gas flame.
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LARD 41REGISTER
FOR FREE I MUSTANG6
4.LERbss,;RE69c 
5 Lbs. 79c
BLACK PEPPER
8oz. Box
69c
ROYAL FAMILY SIZE
PUDDING
Box
10c
PHILADELPHIA
CREAM-CHEESE
3 or. Pkg. Limit 3 Please
10c
SUPER VALUE 1 1-4 LOAF
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DEC. 241h.AT 5:15 p.m.
NO OBLIGATION
You Must Be Over 18 Years Old.
REGISTER AT ANY E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPER MARKETS
"DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY"Quality Stamps Makes CHRISTMAS Shopping Much Faster —Visit The Quality
Stamp Redemption Center By Pass Union City, Tennessee
THEBES HUNDREDS OF GIFTS TO PICK FROM
BREAD I
4 For $1.00 I
L6iiillil'EFRUIT
 Each
Nifty 
CRACKERS
PREMIUM 
SEE GIANT 300 Lb. BLOCK - HOOP CHEESE
meNABISCO cut Yourself So Off If You Guess The Right Weight YouReceive It Free
GOLD MEDAL SALAD
DRESSING
39c Quart
V 
e‘illtiair 81$ 
Tobacco
ba Excludingcco
. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED LIMIT 2 PLEASE
Messi 
Products
With An Add,-
FRYER
Fryer Parts
BREAST . . . Lb. 5k
LEG & THIGHS Lb. 4k
SWIFT PREMIUM 12 cm. PKG.
FRANKS . . 49c
Fryer Parts
GIZZARDS . . . Lb. 39c
NECKS . . . . Lb. 10c
FRESH LEAN MEATY PORK
RIBS . . Lb. 59c
REELFOOT CORN VAtLEY PORK 2 Lbs. 1111
 
C
SAUSAGE
Fryer Parts
LIVERS . . .Lb. 8k
WINGS . Lb. 2k
FRESH TENDER BEEF
LIVER Lb. 49c
Fryer Puts
BACKS • • • . Lb. 19c
CUT-UP FRYERS Lb. 29c
REELFOOT SMOKED
PICNICS Lb. 49c
RIMY OR REELFOOT
7 POTATOES
JUST REGISTER When You Visit The Store
No Employees of E. W. James & Sons or members
of Their Families Are Eligible To Register And
You Must Be Over 18 Years Old. _
FOLGERS
COFFEE
Lb. 69c
OCOMA FROZEN
FRUIT PIES
PEACH - APPLE - CHERRY
4 For $1.00
MAPLE LEAF
CREAMRY BUTTER
Lb. 89c
LUCKY
CHOCOLATE PIES
12 Per Box
3 Boxes $1.00
LITTLE ANDY STICK
I OLEO
I 5 Lbs. $1.00
PEANUT GOLDEN RIPE RED DELICIOUS
BUTTER 31b.jar 99c BANANAS Lb. 10c APPLES ea. 10c
sTALArishozE
 
Syrup 49c AJONPATPINES 4 lbs. 39c POTATOES
WISCONSIN RUSSETT
W 
BKREYE24F"
 STEW 49c 
FRESH LARGE REELFOOT
COCONUTS ea. 19c LARD 41b. 69c
With An Additional
65.00 Purchase Exclud-
ing Milk and Tobacco
Pit)clucts
Limit One Please
64 SIZE BETTY CROCKER 10 oz.
LB.
Pie Crust Mix 2 for 33c
10 lbs. EVERY DAY LOW PRICE
39c SUGAR 10 lbs. 99c
WE HAVE A FRESH AND COMPLETE
LINE OF FRUIT CAKE MIXES
OPEN ,7, DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
Mon. thru Thurs. 8 to 7. Fri. 8 to 8STORE HOURS Sat. 8 to 9. Sun. 9 to 7
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
EC MB AN°
 
SON
SUPERMARKET
• too
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
%
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
Three Texans Get Tall
Sentences From Court
Three Texans held at Hickman
since august on charges of robbing
and kidnapping the Fulton County
sheriff and a deputy, were sen-
tenced in Feberal Court here yes-
terday to 10 years in prison each
on car-theft charges.
James M. Pinion, 29; Ray K.
Lem, 21, and Miss Elva Lee Prich-
ard, 20, all of Fort Worth, drew
the maximum penalty of five years
for violating the federal law of
transporting, a stolen car across a
11.MION•
Jottings
From _
JO'S
Notebook
You've heard the old saying that
"for want of a shoe a horse was
lost."
The same thought can be applied
to efforts now being waged to re-
vise the out-moded, antiquated
Constitution of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky ... "for want of valid
information, a noteworthy docu-
ment may be lost at the polls."
I am convinced that many of the
rank and file voters who, at this
time plan to vote "no" for the pro-
posed revised constitution will do
so not because they think the re-
vised document is bad, but be-
cause the smear campaign against
the revision has created enough
suspicion in the minds of good and
intelligent voters to vote "no" for
caution, rather than "yes" for
their conscience.
Regrettably, the revised constitu-
tion, the two-year work of a dis-
tinguished group of Kentuckians,
allegedly non-partisan, has become
a great bonanza for anti-Adminis-
tration politicians to promote their
personal political fortunes.
If I had not considered it my re-
sponsibility, as an editor to study
the document, viewing most of its
contents as necessary for the pro-
grbss .of Kentucky, I would vote
"yes," simply because of some of
the people who are opposed to it,
and the obvious reasons for their
opposition.
This is not to say that all the op-
ponents of the proposed revision
are seeking its defeat for political
reasons. A few very learned law-
yers in Kentucky, such as the dis-
tinguished Charles I. Dawson, of
Louisville, disagrees with some of
the interpretations of the revised
documents as etpounded by its
framers. We respect Judge flaw-
son's views.
But let's take a look at some of
the other opponents.
—A. B. "Happy" Chandler. Here
is an ex-governor, who with three
other ex-governors, worked for
many months to bring about the
final revision to be presented to
the voters of the Commonwealth.
Happy said hardly a word in op-
position while he was revising the
constitution. But when other loud
speakers blasted opposition, and it
looked like the proposed revision
was unpopular, Happy said he's
against it ... especially since he's
an announced candidate for Gover-
nor in 1967, and he might make a
little political hay with his opposi-
ticn.
—Joe Leary, a Frankfort attor-
ney, always a power behind some-
body's throne, who would like to
sit on the Governor's throne some
day .. . maybe next year.
—Thelma Stovall, now secretary
of state, former state treasurer,
former state, etc. etc., whose
name will be on the ballot next
year for State treasurer in opposi-
tion to the present Administration.
Thelma is a virtuoso when it comes
to playing political musical chairs.
Her strong opposition to the re-
vised document has great appeal
to her loyal following.
—Republican Marlow Cook,
whose eye is also on the governor's
chair, and who was also one of the
men who worked endlessly to re-
vise the constitution, but who said
nary a word about its evils until
he started studying the gubernator-
ial situation for next year.
—State Representatives Henry
Maddox and Lloyd Clapp. The State
Administration in Frankfort is for
the proposed revision . . . so the
opposition from the two West Ken-
tucky legislators is perfunctory.
It is grossly unfair to charge the
State Administration in Frankfort
with political expediency in seek-
ing to revise the present Constitu-
tion.
A group of 50 distinguished Ken.
(Continued on Page ten)
year's meeting will be a discussion
of meeting the credit needs of
farmers under present money
market conditions by Cloys A.
Hobbs, general manager of the As-
sociation.
Over two hundred fifty Fulton
County farmers are members of
the Association and use approxi-
mately three million dollars an-
nually in financing their farm ope-
ration. Parnell Garrigan, Fulton
County farmer and registered cat-
tle breeder is president of the or-
ganization.
All members and interested
farmers are invited to attend.
state line (Dyer Act). Each plead-
ed guilty to two charges of violat-
ing the Dyer Act, and Judge James
Gordon ruled that their terms
would have to be served consecu-
tively.
All three still face state charges
of robbery and kidnapping and
were returned to the custody of
Fulton County authorities. The fed-
eral sentences will not start until
the commonwealth disposes of the
cases.
Sheriff James Menees and
Deputy Ed Clark were disarmed by
the trio when the officers stopped
the trio's car to determine if it was
one reported stolen.
The state has charged that af-
ter disarming the officers, the trio
drove them to a nearby farm, rob-
bed them and tied them to beams
in a barn. Missouri authorities cap-
tured the three as they drove off
the Mississippi River ferry between
Hickmao and Charleston, Mo.
Barbecue Supper
For Members Of
Purchase Credit
One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for out
standing excellence every year It
has been submitted In fudging con-
tests.
Volume Thirty-Five Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, Octo
ber 27, 1966
TWO SECTIONS
PAGES
atargaret I. King Library me
Periodical Dept.
University of Kentucky,
1 exington, Ky.
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IT'S A LONG WAY FROM HERE TO WHERE SHE 
IS NOW but
the travelling up the road to stardom has been sure. The ph
oto above
was taken of isisocy Adams from the television screen as she 
appeared
'way back in 1957 on the Arthur Godfrey Talent Show in New 
York. Af-
ter much success as a recording star and the top televisien•commercia
l
artist in the business, Nancy Adams is truly in the big leagues. Mo
nday
night she opens as the star singer with the Benny Goodman
 orchestra
at the WatdorEs Empire Room in New York. Goodman said of 
Nancy:
"She's the finest musician I've worked with since Peggy Lee."
 Mrs.
Adams flow to New York Tuesday to be with Nancy for the "big break.'
What Fighting Boys V' ant Most Is Gift
From Home; Chrjqmas Drive Started
The widely publicized visit of President and Mi s.
Lyndon Johnson to the near East again focuses attention
on the fact that there is a war in Viet Nam in which
many area and local boys are participating.
President Johnson's visit at the summit conference
in Manila reveals that there is no immediate end to that
conflict and that our fighting men will be there on
Christmas.
Christmas is a time for remem-
bering and it is for this reason that
a group of local citizens announces
today that local men in the Viet
Nam war should be remembered
by the homefolks.
The program for the collection
of gifts for service men in Viet
Nam is being spearheaded by
Charles Dixon and Sonny Puckett.
Soon a headquarters will be estab-
lished for the collection and pack-
aging of • gifts. Meanwhile, both
men urge that gift items to be sent
to Viet Nam be secured at once.
Any person wishing to make a cash
contribution to this program for the
purchase of gifts may send it to
either Mr. Dixon or Mr. Puckett.
What American servicemen want
most for Christmas, says the Red
Cross, are things made by their
families at home, and to be remem-
bered by the homefolks.
Such presents, the sirs icemen
say. are more personal and mean-
ingiul than luxury gifts—many of
which they can buy cheaper at
military post exchanges.
A Red Cross survey found that
one of the most-wanted gifts frorn
ham.- is—not surprisingly—mom's
homemade cookies. But the Red
Cross cautions that cookies, soft
candy, cake or other perishable
foods are not practical gifts for
servicemen in far-off tropical areas
like South east Asia.
Other most-wanted gifts from
home:
Sweaters, socks, towels and
washcloths, metal mirrors, record-
ed messages, family photographs,
school periodicals and hometown
newspapers.
(Continued on Page Ten)
A barbecue supper will be serv-
ed to farmer members of the Jack-
son Purchase Production Credit 
- Festival President Invited
Association at Cayce Elementary
School, Thursday night, November
Highlighting the program at this To International Meeting3.
COFFEE • TIME FRIDAYI,_
St. Edward's Altar Society will
hold a coffee-luncheon tomorrow
(Friday) in the Fulton Electric
System kitchen. Coffee, sandwich-
es, baked beans, potato salad,
cakes and pies will be served. The
public is cordially invited.
Eight guest speakers including the ambassador
from Chile will discuss the economic situation of Latin
America at the Seventeenth Kentucky World Trade
Conference at Louisville's-Brown Hotel Friday, Nov. 11.
His Excellency Radomiro Tomic, The Ambassador
from Chile to the United States will be the morning ses-
sion speaker. His topic will be "The Alliance for Pro-
gress."
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, President
of the International Banana Festi-
val and co-chairman of the Ken-
tucky Partners for the Alliance
will attend. Other members of the
Banana Festival board and -Mem-
bens of the Latin-Amerierut Friend-
-5CP Center Authority are' also
urged to attend.
Mr. Westpheling, a member of
the Kentucky Economic Develop-
ment Commission has also been in-
vited to attend as a member of
that state-wide organization.
Other guest speakers are: Hul-
Democrats To
Rally For Brown
For U. S. Senate
A Purchase District rally and
dinner will be held in Mayfield on
Friday, October 28 in behalf of
John Young Brown, candidate for
U. S. Senator.
The dinner will be held at the
Merit Convention Hall and the
speeches will be heard at the
Graves County courthouse. The
dinner time is 6 p. m. with speech-
es to start at 7:30 p. m.
John Young Brown and Gover-
nor Edward T. Breathitt will speak
at the rally. County chairmen in
the Purchase area are in charge
of delegations for the rally.
Wayne Freeman, Graves County
chairman for John Young Brown is
in charge of the arrangements.
Information concerning the rally
may be obtained at Democratic
headquarters on East South Street
in Mayfield.
Breathitt Gives
Taxpayers Delay
From Tax Bill
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has given taxpayers whose tax bills
were delayed an additional 30 days
to pay the property tax.
He issued a proclamation saying
taxpayers will not have to pay their
tax until 30 days after receiving a
tax bill receipted for by the collec-
tor since Oct. 1.
The Governor said the extension
was granted because consultations
and hearings in connection with the
Court of Appeals' "fair cash value"
ruling caused delays in giving the
tax bills to collectors and sheriffs.
Many counties were not able to
get the bills to collectors by Sept.
15, as called for by law.
An extension previously had been
granted by the Governor to tax- SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I
payers in 65 school districts. GROW WITH FULTON I I I
bert S. Aldrich, vice chairman and
member of the executive commit-
tee of the Chemical Bank New
York Trust Co.; John F. Gallagher,
vice president, International Opera-
tions of Sears, Roebuck and Com-
pany; The Honorable Jose Juan Be
011oqui Y Laba,tida, fa-et:Mien di-
rector of the Inter-American Bank
of Development, Washington; Wil-
liam R. Hinkle, Jr., president of
NOG International, C. A., a sub-
sidiary of Chemtron Corp.
Other speakers include: Capt. J.
W. Clark, president and member of
the executive committee of Delta
Steamship Lines: Mervyn L.
Weiner, economic advisor for the
western hemisphere department,
World Bank; and Oliver L. Sause,
director of the regional office for
Central America and Panama of
the Agency for International De-
velopment, who was a Festival
visitor in 1964.
The annual program is sponsored
by the Foreign Trade Club of the
International Center of the Univer-
sity of Louisville with the coopera-
tion of the Kentucky Department
of Commerce, the Kentucky and
Louisville Chambers of Commerce,
and the U. of L. schools of Arts
and Sciences and University Col-
lege.
Additional information, complete
programs, and registration forms
are available from the U. of L.
International Center, Belknap
Campus, Louisville. A nine dollar
registration fee covers lunch, a
social hour and dinner.
ISHAM BROWDER'S GRAVE
Enlisted. 1776, at age 14 in 2nd
Va Rey Cont. line. Wounded at
44onmouth. discharged, 1779. CLIME
1795. With family settled on
INV,./nd River grant. now Hopkins Co.
hen county formed, appointed on
first County Court Also sheriff.
tax roll listed 2,100 acres.
r in pioneer Methodla Church.
here, home of two sons. 187P
t Fulton Co. land. Died
Shown here are three of the lineal descendants 
of lsh 3r11 Browder for whom an historical marker was
•rected Monday. Left to right they are: Mrs. 
Fred Cloys of Union City; Mrs. Bertha Nugent and Mrs. J. 0.
Lewis. Mrs. Hendon Wright, Fulton County ch
airman for Kentucky's Historical marker program points to
data on the plaque. Mrs. Nugent holds the Br
owder's original land grant. (Other Photos On Page 101
•••
James eosfShelton
Historical Marker To Isham Browder Erected Near His Graves& Stars
Monday afternoon, in the warmth
of October's bright blue weather, a
small group of people gathered to
erect a roadside marker to a dis-
tinguished Fulton Countian, now
deceased.
In the group were three lineal de-
scendants of this pioneer resident
to assist Kentucky Highway De-
partment employees and the Ful-
ton County chairman of the Ken-
tucky Historical Marker program
si ith the location and erection of
ihe handsome plaque.
But when Sunday, November 6,
rolls around the roadside area and
the rolling fields adjacent should
be a sea of humanity, If all the kith
and kin of Isham Browder attend
ceremonies planned to dedicate the
historical marker.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Fulton
County chairman of the Kentucky
Historical Marker program, said
that the historical marker has been
made possible through the efforts
of Mrs. Fred B. Cloys of Union
City and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, who are
descendants of Isham Browder.
Congressman Frank Albert Stub-
blefield has been invited to make
a short address concerning this
early settler at the ceremonies to
be held at two o'clock in the after-
noon, November 6. The ceremonies
will take place at the scene of the
roadside marker on West State
Line.
Isham Browder, thought to be the
only Revolutionary soldier buried
in Fulton County, was born June
12, 1762. He enlisted June 3, 1776,
at the age of fourteen, in Virginia;
a private in Captain William Tay-
lor's Company, Colonel Spotts-
wood's Second Regiment, in the
Battle of Monmouth, in which he
received a gun-shot wound in his
arm. He was discharged in 1779,
pension
He was granted 100 acres of land
for three years' service in the con-
tinental line, issued June 3, 1786,
Warrant 4165.
He was married to Rachel Slay-
don, daughter of John and Susan-
nah Hodges Slaydon of Goochland
County, Virginia. They reared a
large family. They were in Ken-
tucky as early as 1795, living on'
Pond River in Hopkins County,
near Madisonville.
He was one of the first Justices
of Peace, later sheriff, and was a
leading citizen of high standing in
his county. He owned considerable
land in Muhlenberg, Christian,
Henderson and Hopkins Counties.
Rachel Slaydon Browder died in
1808. In 1820 'sham Browder and
his second wife, Elizabeth Scearce
Browder, conveyed to the trustees
of the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Hopkins County a lot containing
two acres, on which was built the
Browder's Meeting House.
In 1827 they moved to Hickman
County (now Fulton County), where
two sons, Augustine and David
Browder, had pioneered. Isham
Browder died February 19, 1830,
and is buried about one-half mile
north of the State Line Road on
the Browder farm. He was buried
in a casket made from a log, split
his two sons, Augustine and David.
Augustine Browder married
Arena Jackson, of Hopkins County,
and lived on State Line Road. Their
children were: Thomas M., Martha
Ann, James M., John, Isham, Jr.,
Louis, Plessant, George S., Wil-
liam and Mary J: I c.
David Browder married Mar;
Smith, of Hopkins County, and lived
on the Middle Road. Their children
were: James Alpheus, Ellen, Eliza-
beth, Albert David, Thomas Mel-
vin, Robert Augustine, Edward E.,
Rachel A., Sara Catherine, James
and John.
in two, hollowed out like a primi- This is the grave site of !sham Browder (1762-1830)
tive row-boat and fastened by
long bolts. 
Rupert Browder near State Line Road in Fulton county. The
Most of the Browders of this area has been placed on the roadside near
 the grave.
descend from !sham Browder and
on the farm of
marker
Of Lion's Show
Monday night. November 7, will
be the opening date for the two
showings °Ube Fulton Lions Club
1966 minstnl Show to be held at
Carr Auditorium. The Ink Smears
and 01' "Hot Lips" Andrews al-
ways. rocks the house.
In addition to these veteran per-
formers, the cast includes Endmen
"Spider Joe" Gregory, "Hose"
Mitchell, "Flash" Owens and
"Tillyboy" Adams. who'll be under
the control of Interlocutor James
Warren.
James Shelton will do a special
this year. James is new to the cast
but an old minstrel man, having
performed in the Murray Lions
Show before moving to Fulton.
The Lions Club Minstrel is your
chance to get together with family
and friends to enjoy a good laugh
as the endmen tell their stories.
All Lion members have tickets for
sale or you may buy them it the
door on Monday or Tuesday night,
November 7 or B.
..••••
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Charges Against Kentucky's Proposed Revised
Constitution Like Spooks To Frighten Voters
Some of the claims and charges
brought by opponents of revision of
our Kentucky constitution in the
Nov. 8 election are nothing more, in
our opinion, than Halloween stories
set up to frighten the voters. ,
One of the spooks is that under
the proposed revision, farmers, manu-
facturers and others will be forced to
pay millions of dollars in local taxes
on properties not now subject to lo-
cal taxation.
This charge has been ably refut-
ed not only by the attorney general of
Kentucky but by a number of out-
standing legal minds, including those
which represent the Ashland Oil'
Company, biggest home-based tax-
payer in the state.
Both the existing constitution
and the revised version require a 100
percent assessment of all property
taxed by local governments. But, un-
der both, the local tax rate and local
exemptions are controlled by the leg-
islature.
The revision provides an even
stronger legal basis for these exemp-
tions.
The legislature, in the past, has
exempted certain kinds of property, -
including farm equipment, livestock,
intangibles and manufacturers' items
from local taxation. A 1915 amend-
ment to the 1891 Constitution allow-
ed the General Assembly to forbid lo-
cal taxation of certain classes of
property but did not require it to take
any action to restrict local taxation.
The revision will give the legis-
lature precisely the same power. We
submit it is safe to assume that if the
legislature, a group of individuals
elected by the voters, can be trusted
to provide exemptions from ruinous
taxation under the present constitu-
tion, it can for similar economic and
political reasons be trusted to do the
same under revision.
Another scarecrow conjured up
by the anti element is the one which
declared the revised constitution
would weaken home rule and prevent
the people from electing their local
officials.
This contention was so complete-
ly demolished when the Kentucky
Municipal League, reversing an earl-
ier stand, endorsed revision at a
meeting in Lexington, that very lit-
tle has been heard of it since.
Directors of the League, at an
earlier meeting, had voted against
revision on the grounds it did not
give cities enough freedom from con-
trol by the legislature.
As indicated by the League's
final action, the agreement at Lex-
ington was that revision will streng-
then rather than weaken home rule,
and that it will not reduce the right
and power of voters to choose local
officials.
In many ways, Kentucky's ex-
isting charter, designed for life in the
19th Century, suffers by comparison
with the revised constitution design-
ed for life in the 20th Century. If our
75-year-old charter was on the ballot
for adoption at this year's election,
we seriously doubt it would get 1,000
votes.
Do you think for a minute that
the citizenry today would vote for
such a document as the one adopted
in 1891, which along with other re-
strictions specifically forbids the ex-
penditure of any state funds for high-
er education?
Under literal meaning that con-
stitution would abolish such institu-
tions as the University of Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky University, West-
ern Kentucky University, Morehead
State University, Murray State Uni-
versity, Kentucky State College, our
nine community colleges and the
three additional community colleges
soon to be constructed.
All this has been for the purpose
of letting every voter know that by
voting "yes" for revision, we will be
voting for a better and a finer life for
himself, his children and his grand-
children.
Americans Fed Up With Inflation; Blame For
High Taxes, High Prices Is Spread All Around
Seven out of ten Americans want
to reduce federal government spend-
ing to control inflation.
Eight out of ten express concern
about inflation.
Two out of three say they have
been hurt by it.
One-third feel they are worse off
financially than a year ago.
These arg,`S-ome of the results re-
leased today—from a major national
opinion surA7 takeTin early Oc-
tober.
. Given a choice between the two,
71 percent of the respondents favored
a cut in federal spending rather than
increased taxes (7 percent).
Compared with earlier surveys,
the latest poll also shows that there
is growing concern about inflation
with its consequent rising prices and
reduced purchasing power of the dol-
lar.
Six in ten say they are fighting
their own private war against infla-
tion by changing shopping habits . .
cutting down, buying cheaper foods,
substituting, designating heretofore
"necessities" as "luxuries":
"I walk around the store a
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long time before I buy anything
today." (Woman, over 40, Mid-
west)
"I look for some things to
take the place of other things—
some things are just too high."
(Woman, over 40, West)
The survey also demonstrates
that the effects of inflation are being
felt more seriously by the elderly and
those with lesser education. More
than four in ten, 60 years and older,
report that they are "worse off to-
day" than a year ago.
Respondents sometimes talk of
holding two jobs — even three — in
their efforts to stay above the rising
tide of prices:
"I have a hard time making
it on my salary sometimes. I
think I'll need a second job."
(Woman, under 40, West)
"I hold two jobs and one is
very poorly paid. If things go
much higher can I work three
jobs?" (Man, under 40, South)
More than twice as many people
blame inflation on the Government
than on any other group. Twenty-
eight per cent feel Government is
"most responsible" for inflation, com-
pared with 6 percent blaming Busi-
ness, 10 percent blaming Labor, and
13 percent the people themselves. A
rising 41 percent admit that they
"don't know" where to lay the blame,
although there is much less uncer-
tainty expressed about what to do
about it.
Since last spring and reflected in
previous opinion surveys, there has
been an increase among those favor-
ing federal spending cuts.
Co IR_ E1R
SHORT CHANGERS
Now and again when we run across
An "artist" who deals in "short change,"
We think it's aTretty contemptible trick,
But yet - and isn't it strange -
Many of us, if the truth be known,
Practice that selfsame wile.
Not, perhaps, with the coin of the italm,
But with something much more worth while.
When we don't give to life the returns that we should
For the good things that come our way,
Aren't we, in a sense, short changing,
Holding back part of the pay
That should be returned to the pool of life
For the bounty that we've received,
Holding back that which, if freely dealt out,
Might much pain and sorrow relieve?
A short changer in money's a shabby sort,
But how about me and you,
Don't we sometimes short change the Cashier of Life
In what good we are able to do?
— Jazbo of Old Dubuque
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
The more Kentuckians learn
about revision of our State Con-
stitution, the more they are rally-
ing in support of the proposal.
The evidence is overwhelming.
Note the growing number of or.
ganizations and individuals — both
Democrats and Republicans—who
have endorsed it. Some who or-
iginally opposed it, after further
study, now support it.
Outstanding examples in this
category are the Kentucky Minici-
pal League and its retiring presi-
dent, Lexington's Mayor Fred
Fugazzi.
At a meeting in May, the
League's directors voted to oppose
revision on the grounds that it did
.not give cities enough freedom
from control by the State Legisla-
ture. Mayor Fugazzi was a leader
in the move.
Some four months later, at a
meeting in Lexington, the League
reversed the earlier stand taken by
its directors and voted to endorse
revision.
Mayor Fugazzi said, "I've stud-
ied it very thoroughly in the in-
terim, and I am of the opinion
there's more good in the proposed.
Constitution than bad."
Another of the mayors at the
League meeting, Republican Ken-
neth A. Schmied of Louisville,
placed himself firmly on the side
of revision. He said he thought the
proposal to be submitted to voters
in the Nov. 8 election "very defi-
nitely is a step in the right direc-
tion for Louisville."
Among other things, he said the
revised constitution would increase
home rule, "give us a chance to do
what we want to do," without going
to Frankfort to get the approval
of the Legislature.
The agreement at Lexington, as
indicated by the League's action,
was that revision will strengthen
rather than weaken home rule:
also, that the revised charter will
not diminish the right and power
of the voters to choose local of-
ficials.
The way things have been going,
the more firmly convinced I have
become that if Kentuckians are
given the facts, they will vote the
Commonwealth a revised Constitu-
tion next month. I am greatly en.
courage,d by the increased support
it has been getting in all sections
of the atate.
The Kentucky Bankers Associa.
lion,' the. Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-operative Association, the Ken-
tucky Education Association, the
Kentucky Bar Association, the Ken-
tucky Association of School Ad-
ministrators, the Kentucky Home-
makers Club, the League of Wo-
men Voters, the Kentucky Confer-
ence of Political Scientists, An.
thropologists and. sociologists of
Kentucky, the Kentucky Automobile
Wholesalers Association, and the
Kentucky Commission on Agricul-
ture.
The Commonwealth's Attorne::.
Association, the Fayette County
Young Democratic Club, the Ken-
tucky School Boards Association,
Friends of Kentucky Libraries, the —
Maysville Alpha Nu Sorority, the
Kentucky Welfare Association, 27
college and university presidents
and deans.
The Kentucky Council of Church-
es, the Kentucky Chapter of the In-
ternational Association of Person-
nel Officers, the Kentucky Chil-
dren's Advisory Council, the Ken-
tucky League of Buildings, Sav-
ings and Loan Associations, the
Young Democratic Clubs of Ken-
tucky, the Bell County Women's
Club.
1
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By Brands
Ask a group of adults, taken at
random — teachers, students, par-
ents, or librarians—what they con-
sider most important in a picture
book for children, and the major-
ity answer will probably be
"Color!" It is a natural first re-
sponse in a people who are assault-
ed by color on every hand, at al-
most every waking moment of
their day. Color is the major ally
in th e advertising, packaging, and
marketing of all the products on
the shelves of the supermarkets. It
assails us in the cars that crowd
the highways; it beckons from
every billboard and poster. "In liv-
ing color," says the voice of tele-
vision. Even the mail boxes have
surrendered their traditional khaki
to the bright triad of the red, white,
and blue.
Certainly the mystery of color is
one to whi6h the child responds
Corfabem
Rowlett
with perhaps a clearer understand-
ing of its emotive power than the
adult, whose sensitivity to color
niay well have been dulled by ex-
cess of it. For this over-exposure
has resulted in a tendency on the
part of the adult to accept as ap-
propriate to childhood anything
that has color, with little regard
for4he other components which are
basic to excellence in the art of the
picture book: namely, the text it-
self, the relation of the pictures to
the text, the artist's mastery of
lineal rhythm, spatial balance, and
harmony of color, and his endow-
ment of a unique, personal style.
In the realm of children's litera-
ture, the picture book may be de-
fined as a book which depends
largely upon its pictorial quality
as the medium for its tale ,telling,
its revelation of fact or fancy. Be-
cause a child can absorb pictures
and understand their meaning
before he has mastered the skill
of reading, the picture book be-
comes his earliest experience into
an imaginary world in which he
feels concern and sympathy for
some protagonist, be it duck, rab-
bit, train, truck, or tractor.
Let the children ejoy the Easy
books at the library and parents
why not let yourself enjoy reading
the words to the children as they
follow the pictures and help tell the
story as you go along.
A TREE IS NICE by Janice May
Udry, pictures by Marc Simont.
"Trees are very nice," says Janice
Udry in her first book for children.
She goes on to explain that even
one tree is nice, if it is the only
one you happen to have. Some of
the reasons why trees are so good
to have around are funny. Some
are indisputable facts. But in all of
them there is a sense of poetic
simplicity and beauty which will be
sure to entrance any young child.
Marc Simont's joyous pictures, half
of them in full color, accentuate
the child-like charm of the words.
And each painting of a tree or trees
shows just how very nice they can
be.
BEAU by Nanda Ward, picturTi
by Bob Haynes. Mr. Mechant, a
fat greedy man, lived by himself on
a little street in the old part of
Paris named, "The Street of the
Fishing Cat." Now it so happened
that there was a fishing cat on this
street, and his name was Beau. In
fact, he was descended from a long
line of fishing cats, and this street
had been named for has great,
great grandfather! In summer he
sat on the batik of the River Seine
catching the little red and yellow
fish that swam past, but when win-
ter came the fish went to the bot-
tom of the river, and Beau went
hungry. One day Mechant passed
by carrying the largest fish Beau
had ever seen, and the little cat
followed him home and offered to
catch mice and purr Mechant to
sleep if he could share this greedy
man's fish and home. But the only
answer Beau got was the door
slammed on his whiskers! Beau
was disheartened, and sought the
advice of his friends—Chessie.
Catullus, Ba-Ba, Chou-Chou, Jain-
bon and Flan. At last Catullus, the
wise Persian, came up with a plan
and the cats were off to pay a visit
to Mechant and—"see what tricks
one!" The tricks they used to work
out their plan were wild and scary
indeed and led to a fitting ending
for this little cat's tale.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Rack The Clock—
October 25, 1946
Robert Burrow, well-known civic worker of Fulton
and president of the YMBC, was elected chairman of
the Dry Lakes District Boy Scout committee Monday
night at a meeting of Scout leaders held in the City Na-
tional Bank. Foad Homra was chosen vice-chairman and
Billy Blackston was named as district commissioner.
South Fulton school will hold its annual Hallowe'en
carnival at the gym Friday night. At that time a queen
will be chosen to represent the school in the Obion
County Corn Festival.
A fine musical program was given on October 18 at
the Lions Club. Those taking part were: Mrs. Turner
Fowlkes, pianist, Miss Emma Ruth Cavender, Mrs. John
Cavender and Miss Mona Fay Berry.
Three Fulton women were elected to offices in the
Women's Society of Christian Service at the annual dis-
trict meeting last week in the First Methodist Church at
Murray. Mrs. Warren Graham was elected president;
Mrs. V. J. Voegeli, secretary of spiritual life, and Mrs.
W. S. Atkins secretary of social relations.
Miss LaNelle Bugg of Fulton is a member of the
West Kentucky Symphony Orchestra, which will pre-
sent a series of concerts in the early part of November.
Rube McKnight, manager of Kentucky Utilities
Company in Fulton, was elevated to deputy grand mas-
ter of the Masonic Grand Lodge of Kentucky, at the an-
nual convention held in Louisville last week.
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. Van Latta announce the
birth of a baby girl, Nancy Ruth, at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellison Nall announced the birth of a
daughter, Judy Ann, born Friday at Haws Memorial
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dedmon announce the birth
of a son, Kenneth James, October 19, .at Haws Memorial
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tibbs announce the birth of a
baby girl on October 20 at Haws Memorial Hospital.
The motorcycle races held at the Fair Grounds
here Sunday drew a large crowd. They were sponsored
by the local American Legion Post, sanctioned by the
American Motorcycle Association.
Lone Oak News: Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ainley,
a blue-eyed little miss, who will answer to the name of
Brenda Alice.
From Austin Springs: Mr. Gerald Powell and Miss
Mattie McClain were united in marriage several days
ago and are being congratulated by friends. Mr. Powell
comes from District No. 13 and is a Marine veteran of
World War II. His bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter McClain of near here.
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Fakes And Paints
by Jackie Caraway
The fall of the year is upon us
and nestling like bears in caves,
we snuggle closer to the hearth.
Longer evenings in front of the
television or shared with family
and friends may find the appoint-
ments of the favorite rodirti a bit
bedraggled.
A fre.ili delightful arrangement
of artificial flowers is always ap-
prec,aied, especially if free from
dust and changed from room to
room occasionally,
The fascinating things to do with
fake flowers too faded for their
original use may have you wishing
they were fusty so you could tiy
rome new ideas.
Faded flowers flatteringly frame
an inexpensive mirror when spray-
ed in silver, gold or a pastel shade.
What a lovely addition to a young
girl's room or even your own. Just
spray the flowers and attach them
to a mirror already on hand, (a
good way to cover a bad frame)
or buy an inexpensive new one.
Hang the prettied up mirror on the
wall or tilt it on a stand at the
back of a dressing table.
The table itself might be just any
old table draped from top to bot-
tom with a paisley print edged
with fringe. O00000 la la, a dress-
ing table fit for a princess!
Fake flowers may be sprayed to
be used for picture frames too or
drapery tie backs. A particular
rose could be attached to a one
pound coffee can and the whole
thing sprayed for use as a planter
or vase.
If some of the flowers are not too
faded and they are a Christmasy
color, save for the season and
spray with a wisp of snow, then
tie them into bows on packages.
Styrafoam in the shape of trees
or wreaths will take on a profes-
sional touch if filled with the var-
ious artificial flowers or fruits,
then sprayed entirely in a color of
our choice. Topiary trees may also
be made in this manner.
Dress up a pair of ballet type
slippers with a small fruit or posy,
and sprayed or not your feet will
look as though they had stepped
out of a garden.
Sprayed fruit makes a new
Thanksgiving centerpiece when
combined with real nuts in their
natural colors,
Gala holiday garlands may be
made by either making the festoons
first and then spraying them or
spraying the flowers or fruit and
then tying them in with red satin
riLbon or colorful yarn to cascade
across a holiday doorway or man-
tle.
With a more serious thought in
mind, flowers may be wired to a
chicken wire base or an old re-
frigerator tray, then sprayed and
adorned with a ribbon to spend the
colder months at a graveside. The
styrafoam wreath with an all wea-
ther bow attached would also be
.,ppropriate here.
Such flowers may be used to
adorn a pin cushion, change up a
purse, attach to a lamp shade, add
to a catch all box, brighten up a
sewing basket, pull a light chain or
simply look festive while tucked in
a plant. All it takes is a faded flow-
er, a spray and some ingenuity.
TIMIIMMMMP
Our
Christian
Heritage
UNICEF AND THE CHRISTIAN
SPIRIT
The month of October is the time
when UNICEF (United Nations In-
ternational Children's Emergency
Fund) projects its appeal in every
rcaimunity in the United States in
thc name of Christian charity and
world peace. Certainly, no cause
carries greater appeal to Christ-
ians everywhere than the relief of
suffering, malnutrition and disease
among children. As the Saviour
said: "Whosoever shall receive this
child in My Name receiveth Me."
(Luke 9:48)
The question is: Is UNICEF an
honest, bonafide agency dedicated
exclusively to helping children?
The facts, sad to say, answer No.
I. From 1947 to 1958, $58,000,000
was distributed by UNICEF to
Communist countries, of which the
United States furnished $42,000,000.
As is the case in all other aid to
AST MA
FAST RELIEF' Terrifying Spasms of Brow.
dliii Asthma relieved quickly (usually
within I minute) with REPHRON Inhalant
Even the most stubborn cases re,- pond.
Wordless of what you have tried oi
bow hopeless your case, NEPHR011 could
rimer your seed with amazing results.
Be. your Druggist for NEPHRON.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Aeolians, Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472484,3
Communist countries, the assist-
ance did not go directly to the chil-
dren, but to the governments:
Albania - $325,000 (contributed
nothing)
Red Bulgaria - $5,500,000 (con-
tributed nothing)
Communist China 
- $3,500,000
(contributed nothing)
Czechoslovakia - $5,600,000 (con-
tributed $34,722.n)
Communist Hungary - $2,000,000.
(contributed nothing)
Communist Poland $19,000,000
(contributed $80,000)
Rumania - $7,000,000 (Contributed
nothing)
(From the financial records for
the year ending December 31, 1956
of UNICEF)
II. According to Lawrence Tim-
ber, the Vice Chairman of the Anti-
Subversive Committee of the
American Legion: "We have an or-
ganization, governmental in char-
acter, and underwritten by contri-
butions from 81 countries. The
United States government con-
tributes more than 80 percent to its
support and 19 of the nations - and
this includes all the Communist
countries - contribute in non-con-
vertible money and this money can
be used only to hire their citizens
to work for UNICEF or to purchase
goods from that country."
III. UNICEF had a United States
National Committee to promote its
program and at least 19 of its 65
members were, or had been, affili-
ated with one or more Communist-
front organizations:
The first Chairman of UNICEF
was Ludwig Rajehmann, a Com-
munist who fled this country when
subpoenaed by the Senate Judiciary
connections with Alger Hiss. He
was the representative of UNICEF
from Red Poland.
Miss Joyce Campbell, was an
employee of UNICEF and had been
expelled by the C. I. 0. for Com-
munist activities.
Ruth E. Crawford was an em-
ployee of UNICEF and admitted
she was a member of the Com-
munist Party. At that time, 1958,
UNICEF would answer no inquiries
concerning her employment.
William Berges, the UNICEF
representative in Shanghai turned
large stocks of UNICEF supplies to
the Communists and said, "The
ruling clique of Americans are re-
sponsoble for the Korean War."
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation if Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Sten
Fulton. Ky. Phone 4724303
Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
se5 us for ell your insurance needs
231 Main St. Phalle 4724341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the nen or at your door
Fulton, Ky, Phone 4724311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenft.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
sw Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-25.46
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-9086
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
2011 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 4724357
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
"L.Nia Better Rlectrkally"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. 1—
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-147,
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulant*
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rowell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Feed
Private dining for 1.50
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479421
neswerersm=P-.
Mrs. William F. Shdeed, Jr.
Solemnized At Impressive Ceremony On Saturday
An outstanding event of the fall social season Was
the candlelight wedding Saturday afternoon, uniting
Miss Pamela Diane Homra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Edward Homra of Fulton, and Mr. William F.
Shdeed, Jr., son of Mrs. Willias F. Shdeed of Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, and the late Mr. Shdeed.
The marriage was solemnized in the sanctuary of
the First Methodist Church at four-thirty Saturday af-
ternoon, October twenty-second, with the Reverend
Homer E. Johns, pastor of the church, officiating at the
double-ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music was
presented by John C. Winter, or-
ganist, Mrs. Sam Hamra, Jr., of
Springfield, Missouri, soprano, and
Vyron Mitchell, tenor. Appropriate
selections were played before and
during the ceremony, and the tra-
ditional wedding marches were
used.
Masses of gold-flecked greenery,
bronze chrysanthemums, and num-
erous yellow candles provided a
beautiful autumn setting. The
bridal aisle was lined with burning
yellow tapers in tall bronze single
candelabrum entwined with smilax.
The bride approached the altar
on. the arm of her father. oho gave
her in marriage. Her formal wed-
ding gown, a Balene original, wa-:
of candelelight dulcette satin richl)i
appliqued with re-embroidered
Alencon lace at the waistline and
on the brief sleeves. The embroi-
miry was repeated on the front of
the A-line skirt and at the-hemline.
A wide triangular insert of the
same lace trimmed the center of
the removable train. The bridal
veil was a mantilla of candlelight
illusion deeply edged with em-
broidery. Her only jewelry was a
single strand of pearls, a gift of
VIC groom. She carried a bouquet
topped with a pure white orchid
and a cascade of golden yellow
roses, poised on a pearl-inlaid
Bible, a family heirloom from the
Ifoly Land.
Attending the bride as maid of
honor was her sister, Miss Cynthia
Homra. Bridesmaids were Miss
Cynthia Shdeed, sister of the
groom, Miss Martha DeMyer, Miss
Betsy Bradley, Evansville, Indi-
ana, Miss Kate Brady, Clinton,
and Miss Marilyn Hamra, Steele,
Missouri.
The bridal attendants were identi-
cally attired in gowns of blending
shades of custard and gold. The
bodice was of gold chiffon with
long sleeves, and the skirt of cus-
tard crepe, accentuated with a
train formed of panels of both ma-
terials. Headpieces were large
matching bows. They carried hand
bouquets of bronze pom-poms with
gold velvet ribbon.
Lisa Hamra, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hamra, and Leslie
Hamra, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Ilomra of Murray, were
the flower girls. They both wore
custard crepe floor length dresses
and carried baskets of natural
straw decorated with gold velvet
ribbon.
Stephen Massad, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joy Massad of Tyler, Texas,
was the ringbearer. Mike Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jean Smith,
and Kim Hamra, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Homra, served as
acolytes.
Acting as best man was Dr.
George Farha of Wichita, Kansas.
Groomsmen were Ronnie Homra,
brother of the bride, John Shdeed
and Charles Shdeed of Cedar
Grove, West Virginia, Harry Mer-
son, Oklahoma City, Joe Naifeh,
Covington, Tennessee, Bill Cohlmia,
Wichita, Kansas, and Dr. Lewis
Elias, Montgomery, West Virginia.
Mrs. Homra chose for her &ugh-
ter's wedding a blue pure silk
sheath. by Dynasty, imported from
llong Kong. It, featured an applique
of jeweled heads embroidered on
the pockets. She wore matching
shoes and a whimsy of illusion in
the same shade. Her corsage was a
purple orchid.
The groom's mother was dressed
in a handmade ensemble of pink
mulled satin. The sheath dress was
topped with a self jacket fastened
with rhinestone buttons. Her pillbox
hat and her shoes Were in match-
ing pink. She also wore an orchid
corsage.
Mrs. H. M. Khourie, maternal
grandmother of the bride, wore a
royal blue jacket dress with em-
broidered beading of the same
shade. Her corsage was of cym-
bidium orchids.
Following the ceremony and a
reception at Fulton Country Club,
Mr. and Mrs. Shdeed left on a wed-
ding trip to IVPW Orleans. For
traveling, the bride wore a two
piece laden green ensemble and the
orchid from her wedding bouquet.
They will make their home in
Oklahoma City, where Mr. Shdeed
is engaged ia t he practice or law.
Mr. and Mrs. Homra Host Brilliant
Reception For Wedding Party, Guests
Following the Shdeed-Homra
wedding Saturday afternoon, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Homra, parents of
the bride, entertained with a re-
ception at Fulton Country Club.
Guests were received by Mr. and
Mrs. Hamra, Mrs. William Shdeed,
Sr., mother of the groom, the
bridal couple, and members of the
wedding party.
The ornately decorated wedding
cake was served from a satin drap-
ed table in the center of the re-
ception room. The six-tiered cake
was eolonaded with tiny swans
holding the columns, the bottom
tier surrounded by six circles of
cake, all lavishly decorated with
gold roses and tulle puffs. At the
top of the cake was a- nosegay of
the gold roses and tulle and lilies
of the valley tied with gold satin
ribbon. Smilax was used around
the base of the cake and the flank-
ing silver candelabra holding yel-
low taperes-
Otherarty delicacies were ser-
ved with punch from a long table
coverer.with a taffeta cloth and
net overskirt. A fife branch silver
candelabn held yellow candles,
and all appointments were silver.
A large arrangement of yellow
snapdragons and golden pom-poms
was placed on the serve-in window,
and the mantel held'a bouquet of
yellow glads and chrysanthemums.
Assisting in serving were Miss
Elaine Ftilkerson, Miss Nancy
Whitledge, Mrs. Herbert Ligon,
Mrs. Robert Van Doren, Miss Dar-
lene Roberts, Miss Sally Hall, Mrs.
Joe Holloway, Mrs. Bill Burnette,
Mrs. John Hughes, Miss Martha
Khourie, Miss Diane Khourie, Miss
Lee Ann Naifeh, Miss Dee Fields,
Miss Janet Williamson, and Miss
Terry Smith.
Fergusons To Observe Anniversary
Of Their Wedding Fifty Years Ago
The golden wedding anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. Jordan A. Fergu-
son, Route 2, Fulton, will be ob-
served at their home on Sunday,
October 30. when their children
will honor them with open house
from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Mrs. Ferguson is the former
Mina Bondurant, daughter of the
late Mr. anti Mrs. Tom Bondurant
of Hickman, and Mr. Ferguson is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Ferguson of Fulton. They
were married October 20, 1916 at
Crystal, in Obion County, Tennes-
see.
Both are members of the Church
of Christ and attend services at
McConnell.
They are the parents of eight
children: Mrs. J. T. Brockwell of
South Fulton; Mrs. Leroy Hast•
ings of Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Ray
Workman of Martin; John R. Fer-
guson of Route 2, Fulton; Clifford
Ferguson of Route 3, Fulton; Alvin
Ferguson of Route 3, Martin: Ray
Ferguson of Union City, and Mrs.
Edith Faulkner, deceased.
All relatives and friends are in-
Miss Homra Feted At Many Lovely Page 4
Social Events Before Her Wedding
The announcement of Miss Pam-
ela Homra's engagement to Mr.
William F. Shdeed was the occasion
for a gay and lively late summer
and fall social season. A member
of a popular and prominent local
family, Miss Homra was the in-
isn hpireartiohnonfoorr many lovely parties
Her busy social activities includ-
ed these events:
September 9 - A tea in the pri-
vate dining room of Park Terrace;
Mrs. Foad Homra, Mrs. Jean
hostesses.
hsseasnd Mrs. Charles Homra
September 10 Buffet luncheon
at the Kentucky Lake home of Dr.
and Mrs. Glynn Bushart; Miss
Mary Swann Bushart, Mrs. H. L.
Bushart, Miss Nancy Bushart, Mrs.
Glynn Bushart and Miss Gail Bus-
hart hostesses.
September 14 - Morning coffee in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. David
Ilomra. Mrs. Homra, Miss Debbie
Homra, Miss Amaline Homra, Mrs.
Ray Hunter and Mrs. Gene Intin-
dola hostesses.
September 15 - Luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Smith Atkins, with
Mrs. Don Sensing serving as co-
hostess.
September 17 - Luncheon at
Travelers Inn honoring Miss Hom-
ra and Mrs. Joe R. Holloway, nee
Ann Bowers; Mrs. Thomas Allen,
Miss Carolyn Allen, Mrs. Lonnie
Roper, Mrs. Richard McNeilly and
Mrs. Robert Hyland hostesses.
Kitchen gadget shower at the
home of Mrs. Tom Templeton on
the Union City Highway; co-hos-
tesses with Mrs. Templeton were
Mrs. Paul Boyd, Mrs. Bob Binford
and Mrs. R. V. Putnam.
September 24 • Coffee in the
home of Mrs. Win Whitnel; co•hos•
tesses Mrs. Reginald Williamson,
Miss Nancy Williamson, and Linda
Marriage Of Miss Pamela Homra To William Shdeed Whitnel, in er absentia.Septemb 24 - Luncheon at The
Derby; hostesses Mrs. Billy Gore,
Miss Helen King, Mrs. J. L. Jones
and Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
Luncheon at The Derby; hostess-
es were Mrs. Joe Hall, Miss Sally
Hall, Miss Darter) Roberts, Mrs.
John Hughes, Mrs. Gene Hooden-
pyle and Miss Judy Hoodenpyle.
October 1 - Coke party at the
home of Mrs. Jess Walker near
Dukedom; hostess;)s with Mrs.
Walker were Mrs. C. D. Edwards
and Mrs. Joe Treas.
October 5 - Brunch at Park Ter-
race; hostesses Mrs. Ed Engel and
Mrs. Michael Homra.
October 7 - Breakfast at the home
of Mrs. Horace Reams, assisted by
her mother,. Mrs. Howard Hender-
son.
October 8 - Luncheon in the
Kentucky Room at The Derby;
hostesses Mrs. E. E. Williamson,
Mrs. Charles Fields, Mrs. Morgan
Omar, Mrs. John Simrell and Mrs.
William Hill.
October 8 • Breakfast at Park
Terrace honoring Miss Homra and
Mrs. Joe Holloway, a recent bride.
Hostesses Mrs. James Warren,
Miss Jane Warren, Mrs. Wilburn
Holloway and Mrs. Bill Burnette.
October 11 - Party at Park Ter-
race; hostesses Mrs. Ward Bus-
hart, Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mrs. Rich-
ard Cardwell and Mrs. Bobby Hy-
land.
October 11 - Bridge-dessert at the
home of Mrs. Warren Johnson in
Water Valley; co-hostesses were
Mrs. Charles Bowers, Mrs. Joe
Holloway, Mrs. Ladd Stokes and
Mrs. R. B. Van Doren.
October 14 - Luncheon at Park
Terrace; Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs.
Bob Peterson, Mrs. Charles Thom-
as and Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr.,
hostesses.
October 15 - Breakfast at Park
Terrace; hostesses Mrs. Monroe
Luther, Miss Carol Luther and Mrs.
Bill Robertson.
October 18 - Luncheon in the
home of Mrs. J. A. Poe; co-hostess-
es Mrs. Kenneth Bradley, Mrs. J.
E. Campbell and Mrs. Stanley
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Jones.
October 19 - Luncheon in the
home of Mrs. Maxwell McDade;
co-hostesses Mrs. Horton Baird,
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Tom
Westpheling and Mrs. W. L. Hol-
land.
October 21 - Open house in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Homra
for members of the wedding party
and out-of-town guests.
October 22 - Informal coffee giv-
en by Miss Martha DeMyer and
Miss Kate Brady in the DeMyer
home.
October 22 - Bridesmaids lunch-
eon at Travelers Inn; hostesses
Mrs. Sam Hamra of Steele, Mis-
souri and Miss Marilyn Hamra,
Wingo Couple -
Honored With
Golden Event
On Sunday afternoon, October 23,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Williams of
Route 2, Wingo, celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary.
Punch and cake were served by
Mrs. Wayne Williams, Mrs. Daisy
Williams and Mrs. Claud Fields to
a host of friends and relatives. The
table was decorated with golden
candle sticks and a centerpiece of
golden flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams have one
child, Wayne Williams of Murray,
and three grandchildren, Mrs. Kim
Wallace of Lone Oak, Jo Ann Wil-
liams and Ernest Williams of Mur-
ray.
SHOWER FOR TWO!
A stork shower will be held to-
night (Thursday) at seven o'clock
in the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, honoring Mrs. James
Johnson and Mrs. James Threlkeld.
The party is sponsored by the
ladies of the church. All of the
church members and friends of the
honorees are invited.
WELCOME VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. George Brooks of
Henderson, Ky., spent several days
last week with Mr. and Mrs. J. Ray
Pharis at Beelerton. The four of
them were at Reelfoot Lake two
days, fishing.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thur - Fri - Sat. Oct. 27-28-29
Double Feature
Starts At 7:00
Marlon Brando - Jane Fonda
The Chase
And At 9:30
Dean Martin - Stella Stevens
The Silencers
Sun - Mon - Oct. 30 - 31
Double Feature
Starts At 7:00
Clint Walker - Martha-Hyer
The Night of the Grizzly
And At 9:30
Frank Sinatra - Virna Lisi
Assault On A Queen
CLOSED TUES., WED., THURS.
REDUCE FAT
If your overweight is due to over-
eating and you want to get rid of that
ugly fat get our tablets called
SLIMODEX. Available Without • doc-
tor's prescription SLIMODEX will
help you lose those extra pounds by
decreasing your desire for food, not
by starving you, but by simply Mimi-
eating the urge for extra portions.
SLIMODEX costs only $5.00 and if
GUARANTEED to work or get your
full money back. SLIMODEX Is sold
exclusive by:
EVANS DRUG STORE - FULTON
Mail Orders Filled
Specials For Friday - Saturday, October 28-29
PI K1AEPAIR
It's the Two-ferest Sale • t
LET
Year.
Stainless Steel Blade
PARING KNIFE
i'••)- 3" BLADE
ROSEWOOD HANDLE
2 for 420
580 VALUE
Giant Ball
MERCERIZED
Crochet Cotton
VICTOR
MOUSE TRAPS
SLIDE BAR
- • 4 WAY TRAP
2 for 120
19f VALUE
MANY COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM
2 for 720
980 VALUE
. I •
PEPPERELL
TINY TOT
REC. BLANKET
SIZE 26" x 34" 44
ASST. 0
COLORS
WHY PAY MORE?
Poker or Pinochle
Playing Cards
U.S. PLAYING CARD
STANDARD DESIGN
2 for 520
700 VALUE
PLASTIC
Plate Scraper
2"x 3'/a"
BLADE
TOTAL LENGTH 9"
Single Turntable
ORGANIZER
REVOLVES SMOOTHLY
FOR COMPACT STORAGE
2 for '122
$2.00 VALUE
ASST. COLORS
2 for 120
20f VALUE
ALUMINUM
3 Pc. Range Sei
,-
fil  1;
Salt & Pepper
Grease Container
$1.29 138 A
Value Sel
NYLON CHIFFON
HEAD SQUARE
Printed Terry
Kitchen Towels
ASST. STYLES & COLORS
16 x 27 FRINGED
2 for 620
98f VALUE
Hi Honor
SEAMLESS NYLONS
\Al r
NEW FALL
SHADES
FULL SIZE
RANGE
2 for 620
790 VALUE
ASST. COLORS
29" x 29" Hand Rolled
2 for 320
50f VALUE
Double Turntable
ORGANIZER
SPINS CONTENTS RIGHT
TO YOUR FINGER TIPS
2 for '222
$4.00 VALUE
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE
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FULTON
Scout Leaders
Plan Pow Wow
At Annual Meet
Cub Scout Leaders from eleven
counties in Western Kentucky,
Southern Illinois and Western Ten-
nessee will came together for the
annual POW WOW on Saturday, No-
vember 5th at Pa:Jonah Junior Col-
lege, Blandvale Road, Paducah.
Registration will begin at 12:30,
C.S.T. All activities will take place
in the Arts Building, General As-
sembly will begin at 1:00 P.M. in
the main lecture hail, No. III.
The first Qt Scout Pow Wow in
the United States was held over 20
years ago at Lake Wawasee in In-
diana. Since then the Pow Wow has
stood out as the highlight of a Cub
Scout Leaders' year. This annual
event is the showplace for the
Pecks of the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council. All leaders iook forward to
this informal conference as an op-
portunity to eattibit samples of the
crafts made by their Cub Smuts. It
was also an opportunity to practice
and exchange new games, cere-
monies, and craft ideas with other
leaders. They also learn how to re-
late craft ideas to the Cub Scout
monthly themes.
Chairman for the 1966 Pow Wow
is Mr. Kenneth Lynn, a former Cub-
master and a very active Scouter.
The Pow Wow program is divided
into four sections. Sections and their
leaders are Secton 1, CRAFTS, Mrs.
FL A. LeDoux: Section 2, GAMES,
Earl Cron and Ralph Schwering; Sec-
tion 3, SPIJNrS, SKTI'S and CERE-
MONIES, Mrs. Emily McGuire and
MTS. Robert Ingrain: Section 4,
PACK ADMINISTRATION, Tom
Woodridge and Janes Garritson.
Mr. Lynn has asked all Cub
Scout leaders to send in reserva-
tions immediately to the Four Rivers
Council Office, 1501 Broadway, Pa-
ducah.
Teen-Time Grooming
Cayce 4-H Program
The Cayce Junior 4-14 Club met
Wednesday, October 19, in the
school, with Randy Adams, presi-
dent, in charge of the meeting.
Sandra Myatt has been named
cooking project leader in the
Crutchfield area; Peggy Taylor
and Sue McClellan will be com-
munity leaders for the club.
The program, "Teen-Time
Grooming for Girls and Boys," was
given by Ellen Adams, Teresa
Lusk, Carol Cardwell, Nancy Tay-
lor and Scott Wright. Project book-
lets were distributed to members
at the close of the meeting.
Class Favorites
"From The FHS Kennel"
FRS Has Five
New Teachers
From The Fi:ton "Kennel"
F. H. S. has five new teachers on
its faculty this year.
Mrs. Joe Johnson, the new Eng-
lish and French teacher, was born
in Jefferson City, Missouri. She re-
ceived an A. B. degree in liberal
arts from the University of Ten-
nessee in Knoxville where she ma-
jored in English and French. She
taught at Central High School in
The 1966-67 class personalities
were chosen September 13.
Representing the Junior class are
Fxplorettes and is a member of
Ruth Ann Burnette and Eddie Wil-
liamson. Ruth Ann belongs to the
the Explorettes and is a member
of the "Kennel" Staff. She is a
member of the Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Eddie, the
vice-president of his class, partici-
pates in football. He attends Liber-
ty Baptist Church.
Debbie Homra and Stanley
Scales were selected from the
sophomore class. Debbie, a new
member of Explorettes, belong to
the Methodist Church and is active
in the Youth Fellowship. Stanley,
while being a member of the foot-
ball team, is the business manager
of his class and belongs to the
Church of Christ.
Sheila Baron and David Pounders
pre the Freshmen representatives.
Shelia holds the office of public
relations manager in her class, and
will soon be an F. H. A. member.
-She attends the Nazarene Church.
David is president of the freshmen
class and a member of the football
team.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I
CLASSIFIED ADS
i'V ANTENNAS: We Install —
frade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
,Phone 472-3649. Roper Television-
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor pentane
end electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
change Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Ifospital bet's
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor poliskers
WADE FURN. CO.
1Phone 472-1501 Fulton, By.
Knoxville before coming to Fulton
with her husband.
Mrs. Richard Cardwell is the new
social stuales teacher. She was
born in Fulton, and attended the
University of Kentucky, where she
received a B. A. degree in history.
She majored in history and had an
area of concentration in English,
political science, and sociology.
She taught at South Fulton before
coming to F. H. S. She and her
husband and their son Rick now
live in Fulton.
The new science teacher is Mr.
Billy Milner, who was born in
Sonoke, Arkansas. He majored in
science at the University of Ten-
nessee Martin Branch where he re-
ceived a B. S. degree in agricul-
ture. He taught at Lowes High
School in Graves County before
coming to Fulton. He now lives on
the Union City highway with his
wife and two children.
Mr. Robert Montgomery, of the
math department, was born in
Williamson, West Virginia. He at-
tended Murray State University
and received ,a B. S. degree in
math and chemistry. He did his
stuclent teaching here last year
and decided to come back because
he likes the p ple. He now lives
in Palmersville, Tennessee with his
wife and two children.
Mr. Cecil Maddox is the new phy-
sical education and health instruc-
tor. Ile attended Tennessee Agri-
cultural and Industrial University.
He received a B. S. degree In
health and physical education. Be-
fore coming. to Fulton High School
he taught at Milton. He and his
o ife and five children now live in
Fulton.
To all the new teachers-welcome
to Fulton High School.
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS I I
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FHS
Boners
"From The FHS Kennel"
The following are boners collect-
ed in FHS classrooms.
A refugee keeps order at a foot-
ball game.
Maneuver is what they put on
grass. We have maneuver on ou,
lawn.
Mussolini is a sort of material
used for ladies stockings.
King James I wrote the Bible.
Define the first person. Adam.
Most of the houses in France ar:
made of Plaster of Paris.
The tides are caused by littl
animals in the sea.
A goblet is a male turkey.
Proud Of Your Property?
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS
MORE! MORE!
LOW PRICES
AT YOUR A&P FOOD STORE
CHECK AND COMPARE
WHAT ARE YOU
PAYING?
School Day Peas
Soap `0:4::::.3.TgurT
Duz
Stardust Bleach
Spic & Span
Johnsons Glade
Florient
6 97c
4 :V., 43c
3 lb. lox. 79C
13-02. SOX 38t
28C-16:41.92c
Dval• CAN 67c
&OZ. CAN 574
Friskies dog food 6.15% cans 85c
Milk Bone N.B. C. D°. FlrL:l. 10.0Z. SOX 42t
Hefty ;4: g. YOUR c4c."." 47t
Navy Beans Dm" 1 lb. 13c
Bruce Wax c"A"'"' OT. $1.07
Bruce RAN REMOVE* „4„.. cut int
Johnson Glo-Coat 11 88c
Vanish TCOLLEJEDEOIN L 11•07.. CAN 34t
Heinz Relish "" "G2O1R61:o..zu.cRat: !islet
Iona Tomatoes
A&P 
•21c7:;
INSTANT COFFEE
5-02. JAR $1.07Sanka
Betty Crocker cilgs 3Tosxli,97t
TOMATO SAUCP 3 nf; 35tHunts
Apple Keg Apple Juice 46oz. 38c
Kraft ""`""*"""" rdoz-PER. I9t
do pennies make
a difference in
your food bill?
You bet they do.
And we should know.
We built our business by saving pennies
for generations of folks like you.
For instance, take our policy on multiple-priced !ten,.
If an item is priced 3 for 251, the price for ow is ob,11.011813'8A
But what happens if you want two':
Do you pay 2 times 91 or 18i?
Not at A&-P.
We sell it at 2 for 17/.
That's the fair way-the A&P way.
Yes, hi the food business...
in food budgeting, pennies make a difference.
We watch them for you and for us.
Is this a good reason for shopping A&P? It's ohs of many.
COPYRIGHT 4,1966 Mir GREAT ATLANTIC/. Racine TEA CO.. INC.
"Super-Right" Meats!
Pork Loin (—A,GR,Te"
3 Las. 254) 7 
Sauce
aN's $ l . 00
PURPLE(
TOP
Turnips ROAST
IA PORK LOIN
SLICED INTO CHOPS
LB. 69t
7-RIB-CUT
/LOIN END \
LB4111k LB. 49t)
CENTER CUT
Pork Chops
LOIN
L B. 89tRIBCUT LB. 79t
SLICED BACON
ALL GOOD
04.39c) pLKBG. $ 115
Super Right (LBHI6N5t) THICKIED 2 PKG.L$1 29
FRYING CHICKENS
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
CUT-UP 11
10R SPLIT LB. 110 LB. 25
NO LIMIT-NONE SOLD TO DEALER C
Good Buys, on Fine Groceries!
. lSUM   
AL LIY ON 4E PIM o.t..ARGL.a
OVe Mouth Was...Ham 44 Fruit rOCktalI 23qi3 
 
:3p fYt t
Corn 74 14.,OrTT,S..1 -D" 2 lilt!,: 4St A 
ISFes*CvlA,L,L4IBEL 10,-ER
02.99t
Anti-Freeze  
9t Coffee 
GEOELEDNENLIENOLFT _LB"L ".‘ 44 Grape Juice 'CT TTLES 6' 
ALP INSTANT
Nestles Aar, 7:1NET t_oz 7CHOC-MKS
Tomatoes '1" 14.1102-0Z. CAlf 28t PI 
.PGIT.sT,Oula GAmALRLv.el 39 A&P Corn '1;,.69t
BIBB
Lettuce
FRESH
TENDER LB. 39C
N.B.C. Team Flakes 34t
Kraft '1 1"m' m, OZ. CAN 77t A REA
L VALUE
Kelloggs "A" PLA'm wsoz..0. 34C
Kelloggs "m"DR-AP's ...ox 37c AU'S LOW
Rolston Rice Chex 11 OZ. BOX 32t • P▪ RICE
Minced Clams II-0Z. CAN 37c
Vinegar "'""' 12-02. BOTTLE 35c Potato Chips 
KRAFT CHEESE MEA )
a E  2113. PAC g9c
Super Right Chili 2 for 55c Cake Donuts 
CAKE''PALVAEIN;S'EUE)GEAERE1ORtC-LI'NN.
6:".
;.5
2
9
1: Cheese SAVE  
AGED SHARP CHEDDAR 
CAKEISAY! 49t Ched-O-Bit c.,Es, SPREAD 
(SAVE  LE. 64h
tiN.' 
APAE R1CAH OR Poo.
DL•Ci(BERRy
U.S. NO. 1 WHITE
Potatoes
20 -BL:679C
HALLOWEEN CANDIES 
Pal Bubble Gum 0P,K,G,;.69t
Candy Suckers g',:sPA" 
Butter Scotch Balls""'".M49t
Welch Sugar Daddy'55'",P,Via69t
Pillsbury CARREL FROSTING )34 oz. 38t 
PiesPINEAPPLE 3gt
oz. ,KG.43tPillsbury Reynolds Wrap 58C PLAY BILLF0Betty Crocker "A"""=KG.28t
Stew
COCO- ALMOND FROSTING
Bananas
LB. 1 0 t
Jane Parker
MCINTOSH ALL PURPOSE
Apples
6 Le. BAG 59C 
A&P FROZEN FLORIDA CONC.
Orange Juice
THE REAL THING 6 t PONS' 98CFROM FLORIDA IN CTN.
LD BINGOuwpv1000 IN CASH
CHEF.DOT•AR-DED IsEA17.161AliL4.01. 
CAN
67c HI 0  CRACKERS 10-0Z. BOX 33t PLUS INSTANT CASH AND A&P PRODUCTS PRIZES-
NABISCO APPLE- NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
Spam .......LuNcHeow (MAT 12*". CAN 57t CoolciesSTRODEL 14-0Z. PKG.  45t ONE FREE PRIZE SLIP PER STORE VISIT TO EACH ADULT
H SUNSHINE
Kelloggs RICE AMES 1501. 
lox 39c Ketchup 
PARAMOUNT
Kelloggs CC" FLAKES 1S-OZ. 110X 35t
Post Toasties 11.01. BOO 3st
A&P Corn NVL'IT,L. 2 Scl:f. 25t
to OZ. CAN Tomatoes '°"" 134
B 14-0Z.45tOTTLE 
') KLEENEX `I
00 
 2PPKG200S. 43tTissues FACIALOt  FF 
REGULAR OR ROLL
lone Bemis Wrni PORK 214.1.25C Jowe s.(34OFF)DESIGNER 2PKG. It
Butter Be ans"""""` 21 '33 •
Beets 2 - 1 lb. cans 27c
Carrots American Beauty 2 for 27
Tg ..il"'"°"2 1Z.Z.Libbys Corn  45t
V-8 "1,74g.,!'"cl 0.0z. CA. 42c
Wonderfoil (TT 'T. T44 73 FT. ROLL 584
Wonderfoil HDAYY DUTY 25 FT. ROLL 44t
-Saran Wrap Derr. mt. 314
Cut Rite '""' IISFI.ROLL 29t
listant Rite "" leaL box 334
A FEW OF MANY RECENT WINNERS
A&P WINNERS
Irene Potts
Bea Little
Mrs. Jimmie Hale
Mac Weaks
Wesley Jackson
Crisco SUNNY
FIELD
Quick Oats
rains
Dog Meal
Charmin
BATHROOM TISSUE
Lady Betty
STRIETMANN
Cookies
FUDGE STRIPE GALAXE
SHORTENING (SAVE 60 ASSORTED COCORS
e
PRUNE JUICE DELUXE GRAHAM PENGUIN
2-LB. 10-0Z. PKG. 39t and.
YOUR CHOICE
ft LI. ania CAN 07c la- OZ. PKG. 24t
10-LB. $1 31
BAG I
A ROLL
'I' PACK Vaigf
QUART A3t
BOTTLE 'T BOXES2 "--.89t
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. OCT. 29 - COME SEE, SHOP AND SAVE!
IALLARDS OR
PILLSBURY Folgers Heinz Heinz ;
 Jello Pudding , Nescafe
Biscuits Coffee Ketchup Chili Sauce ALL FLAVORS
Instant Coffee
68601%49cOF
it OFF 70A
1411. TIN 104,
20-01. 1
CCBOTTLE %Poi
12-02.
BOTTLE 35t 3 4P-01(26. 34C
6.01. JAR 10-0Z JAR
87t $128I .
Doetamo
e«
74,140c
With JIM PRYOR
AwfulIlford Ammo. illhors (ootfol Mired
IMESTONE . . . A BLUE CHIP
INVESTMENT
As we continue to increase our
roduction per acre, we would look
Ito the agricultural limestone
eeds of our :mils. Farmers are
!riving to make their land more
rofitable and for this reason the
eed for major plant food should
e watched very closely. Agricul-
iral limestone (calcium) is a
rime factor in growth and de-
clopment of livestock as well as
rep yields. Serious losses have
een detected when sufficient a-
iounts of calcium would be lack-
ig in the soil.
To be safe, always have your
dl tested. These samples should
e taken on a regular basis, rather
Ian us a hit or miss scale, when-
ver there is nothing else to do. It
also essential that samples be
dcen properly. The test result will
a no better than the sample. A
,st from one or two spots in the
eld will tell you nothing! Be sure
follow the directions of the
aunty Agricultural Extension
gent, the same as you would
Jur doctor when you seek counsel
-urn him concerning your health
roblems. If you fail to follow the
irections of the doctor, serious
rouble could develop: the same is
:ue with your farming operation.
Many tests have been conducted
here important elements have
een added to soils that were de-
cient in calcium, and poor pro'
action was, recorded in most
ases. It is like a ball team where
here are weak players and
trong ones, too; unless they are
oordinated, very poor games are
se end product. When all are bal-
nced and cooperation is exhibited,
access is the story. The same is
rue with crop production, when
griculture limestone, phosphate,
otash, nitrogen and trace ele-
lents team up to deliver you a
igh score on the balance sheet.
If your soil is deficient in cal-
sum, the phosphate that is now
vailable in the soil, as well as any
ou would add later in fertilizer,
an become insoluble. An applica-
on of high quality agriculture
mestone will correct this prob-
im, and keep phosphate in solo-
'on, available for plants to utilize.
he supply of trace elements is
losely correlated to the pH of the
or calcium content.
Dr. Emil Trug, of the University
f Wisconsin, said, "If the favor-
tile effect of agricultural lime.
tone over a period of ten to
:venty-five years on soil fertility
nd conservation, and the health
f the farm family and livestock
included in the benefits, the re-
irn easily may rise to $25.00 for
ach dollar invested."
Will you put a high quality agri-
allure limestone' on your produc-
:on team this season? Join us with
'se slogan . .. "DON'T GUESS,.
OIL TEST!"
(Ed's Note: Congratulations,
Jim on your well deserved honor
.rom Murray University. Story
3n front page, second section.)
S. P. MOORE Itc CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 47911164
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and -rii.
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union CIty, Tenn.
950 SOIL SAMPLES
Obion County farmers have sent
to the U. T. Extension Service Soil
Testing Laboratory during 1966
950 soil samples to be tested and
fertilizer recommendations made
according to soil test. Obion County
is still the leading soil testing coun-
ty in West Tennessee and is behind
the leading county in Tennessee by
aceut 150 soil samples.
Farmers should begin to take
soil samples of 1967 cropland now.
We know farmers are busy harvest-
ing crops but a few hours devoted
to taking soil samples now could be
very rewarding. A number of cot-
ton and corn farmers in Obion
County had soil fertility problems
this season. Our observations are
that many of these fertility prob-
lems could have been avoided by
taking a soil sample and following
the results.
If you have problem areas in
your fields, be sure to sample them
separately from other parts of the
field. Mark these areas because
they may require treatment some-
what different from the remainder
of the field.
The cost of having a soil test
made is insignificant compared to
value received. Almost all Obion
County Fertilizer and Lime Dealers
are co-operating in the Obion Coun-
ty Soil Fertility Program and will
pay for the cost of the Laboratory
analysis. The samples are process-
ed and mailed through our office to
the University of Tennessee Agri-
cultural Extension Soil Testing
Laboratory in Nashville.
Some reasons why soil testing
Demands On Land And Water Will
Be Staggering, Survey Reports
Can the United States' resources
meet the challenge over the bal-
ance of the twentieth century?
The National Association of Soil
and Water Conservation Districts
established a study committee to
examine the land and water con-
sers ation program in America
carefully and critically. In reply to
the opering question, the best an-
swer they could muster was a
qualified yes. "The American peo-
ple can obtain the natural re-
sources and recource products
they will need between now and
the year 2000. Whether or not they
will depend on how hard and how
well they work at it."
The demands on land and water
resources in the next few decades
will be staggering. At the core of
the matter is the population ex-
plosion. It is anticipated that by the
year 2000 our population will be
almost double the present 190 mil-
lion persons.
Not only will we have to produce
twice as much food, we will have
to do so with fewer acres. More
than .one-million acres of land,
many of them fertile cropland
acres, are diverted to non-farm
use each year.
We now use about 350 billion
gallons of fresh water per day.
Besides the 600 million gallons for
human consumption, by the year
2000, water withdrawals for irriga-
tion may increase by 50 percent,
municipal water use may double
and manufacturing use of water
may quadruple.
With the increased demand for
resources, multiple purpose use of
resources will become an ever pre-
sent necessity of life. The surface
has already been scratched, many
places, some structures are being
used for flood control, municipal
water and recreational purposes.
All these pertinent facts point
out the reasons that we must be
concerned about conservation of
our resources. We must develope
a plan, then we must work the
plan.
Adlai Stevenson once said,
"There is a new America every
morning when we wake up." It is
upon us whether we will it or not.
This new America is the sum of
many small changes-a new sub-
division here-a new school therti-a
new industry where yesterday
there had been vacant swampland
changes that add up to a broad
transformation of our lives. Our
task is to guide these changes, for
though change is inevitable, change
for the better is a full-time job.
Whose job is it to conserve and
develop our resources? It is every-
body's job. The school teacher, the
County Judge, the business man,
the newspaper editor, the mech-
anic and the housewife, all need
to join the conservation leaders in
a combined effort to keep Fulton
County a good place to live.
Fulton County's Soil Conserva-
tion District Board of Supervisors
realize they have a big task ahead
in developing conservation and re-
sources programs for all the peo-
Of all the
reat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.TOO PROOF It. $isT 51o1 
Kentucky Strelsht Bourbon. on Proof I WO Proof 6 years old.
Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louleville, Kentucky.
ple. They need and want to work
in harmony with leaders from busi-
ness, industry, recreation, and
community interests.
BREATHITT NAMED CHAIRMAN
President Lyndon Joh zor. named
Governor Edward T. Rreathitt as
chairman of the new National Ad-
visory Commission on Rural Pov-
erty. 'hoe 216-member commission
includes Dr. Thomas Ford of ene
University of Kentucky and Dr.
Francis Hutchins, president of
Berea College.
should be at now:
1. The soil tr. •ig labora' •
not rushed this season of year. 2.
Problem areas in fields are easy
to find now. 3. The soil is in better
condition (not to wet) than it is in
the winter time. 4. You will re-
ceive your results in time to per-
mit liming (if needed) and wise
purchase of fertilizer. 5. You will
have more time to plan your 1967
fertilizer program.
REMEMBER - a soil test is the
best guide available in solving your
fertility problems.
For soil sample boxes and other
information on soil testing contact
our office or any fertilizer or lime
•••••••0110.....
dealer in Obion County.
PICKETT SOYBEAN SEED CYST
NEMATODE RESISTANT
VARIETY
Tenessee Crop Improvement As-
sociation has completed field in-
spection of 101 acres of Pickett soy-
beans which met field requirements
for the Registered Class of certified
seed. The yield from this acreage
is estimated at 3,200 bushels. Some
of this seed will be re-increased by
the growers to the Certified Class;
however, the remaining, limited
supply will be available for com-
mercial planting nest spring.
It will be 1968 at the earliest be-
fore an adequate supply of seed
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can be made available. Farmers
who are able to purchase Register-
ed Pickett seed should make appli-
cation for field inspection to in-
crease them under certification
and help meet the need and de-
mand for this variety.
Tennessee Seed Producers, Inc.
has 55 acres of Pickett soybeans
which passed field inspection for
the Foundation Class of seed. The
seed from uns production, approxi-
mately 1,800 bushels s--ill be avail-
able to certified seed growers for
increase to the Registered and
Certified Class which will be com-
mercially available in 1968.
WHICH BREED OF BEEF
CATTLE BRINGS MCST MONEY
The Feeder Calf Sales for 1961s
have been completed. One question
that a number of farmers always
ask us is, "which brought the
most money, Angus or Hereford?"
I talked with J. D. Pettigrew,
County Agent of Haywood County,
recently and he told me that after
over 2,00 heifers were sold in the
Brownsville FeederCalf Sales that
the difference in the price per head
was only four (4) cents.
WORKING FOR
KENTUCKY
TAXPAYERS
Senator John Sherman Coop-
er worked against inflation in
the Senate before inflation
became a notional problem.
He supported tax reductions
when they were needed to
stimulate the economy, and, more recently, he sup-
ported cuts in Federal spending as an alternative to a
general tax increase. It was for his sound record on
finances that the National Associated Businessmen,
Inc., recently made him an award.
Re-Elect Senator John Sherman
COOPER
Paid for by John Sherman Cooper Compoign Committee,
John S. Pistol, Treasurer, 605 Brown Bidg., Louisville, Ky.
WE HAVE
MOVED
FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS
HAS MOVED
TO
301 MAIN STREET
PHONE 472-3201
COMFORT CONDITION your home
BEFORE YOU BUILD, BUY OR REMODEL
CHECK
THESE ADVANTAGES
OF FLAMELESS ELECTRIC HEAT
1. CLEAN: No flame, no soot, no smoke.
2. EFF1CIENI No wasted heat. No chimney—;11 I • all the heat stays in the house.
3. FAST: Electricity travels at the speed of light—full heat in seconds.
4. FEW IF ANY-REPAIRS: Lmitallnetalnr.nothing to repair or
5 BASIC ELECTRIC HEATING SYSTEMS:
For Comfortable, Individual Room Control, Consider. . .
ELECTR C BASEBOARD— Easily installed,
takes up little floor or wall space, heats
evenly trots floor to ceiling.
RADIANT CEILING CABLE — Cable is
stapled into ceiling and plastered over.
Takes up no wall or floor space. Warmth
radiates evenly downward, as from the sun.
ELECTRIC WALL PANELS — Fast heating.
Especially convenien for add-on rooms.
Can be surface
-mounted on walls or recessed
between studs, with or without blower.
For Comfortable, Even Temperature Throughout the House, Consider . .
ELECTRIC FURNACE— Ducts distribute
heated air throughout the house. Ideal for
us when you plan to add air conditioning,
Excellent for conversion in older homes
that already have ductwork,
ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP — Heats in win-
ter and cools in summer, automatically
maintaining the exact temperature needed.
Also regulates summer humidity and filters
air.
Why Electric Heat
Is Best
Start with comfort — electric heat pro-
vides even, gentle warmth. It's clean — It
simply can't make dirt. Ira quiet It's
economical — our low rates make operating
costs among the lowest in the Nation. It's
safe and dependable. For sure, it's electric
heat for real comfort, real satisfaction.
•
Call us for more information and free electric heat planning services.
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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Herbert Hudson died Tuesday,
October 25, in the Hillview Rest
Home at Dresden, following a long
illness, Funeral services were held
yesterday fWednesday) in Jackson
Funeral Home at Dukedom, with
Res. Cayce Pentecost officiating.
Burial was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Hudson, 71, was a retired
state employee and farmer of
Graves County and had made his
home in Fulton for the past few
years.
He was born in Graves County,
the son of the late James Allen
and Ada Webb Hudson. He was a
member of the Fulton Elks Club.
His wife, Mrs. Robbie Webb Hud-
son, died in 1952.
Surviving are one son, jimmy
Webb Hudson of Wingo; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. John Joe Campbell of
Fulton; one sister, Miss Ora Hud-
son, and three grandchildren, John
and Jeff Campbell of Fulton and
Tony Hudson of Wingo.
Funeral services for Mrs. W. D.
(Cap) Bushart were held in Hop-
kins and Bream Funeral flame at
Wingo on Monday, October 24, with
Rev. Edgar Glover officiating. Buri-
al was in the Wingo Cemetery.
Mrs. Bushart, 80, died Saturday,
October 22. at tier borne, Route 2,
Gilbertsville. She was a Meurer resi-
dent of Wingo.
In addition to her lsusband she
is survived by one son, Robert Bush-
art, Route 2, Gilbertsville; one
daughter, Mrs. Morine Hudson of
Calfornia; one brother, Roy Thomp-
son of Los Angeles, three grand-
children and three great grandchil-
dren.
Mrs. Mary Vivrette died last
Wednesday, October 19, in the
Clinton-Hickman County Hospital,
following a long illness. Funeral
service was held Friday, October
21, in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home, with Rev. J. N. Darby and
Rev. David Brown officiating.
Burial was in the Clinton Cemetery.
Mrs. Vivrette, 69, resided in
Clinton. She is survived by four
sisters, Mrs. Julia Berry and Mrs.
Rosa Vaden of Clinton; Mrs. Ruby
Smithson of Union Lake, Mich.,
and Mrs. Fannie Green of Califor-
ni a.
Funeral services for Thomas
Ellis Williams were held last Thurs-
day, October 20, in Jackson Fun-
eral Home, with Rev. J. T. Neely
officiating. Burial was in Sandy
Branch cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 70, a retired em-
ployee of Chrysler in Detroit, died
suddenly near Vienna, Ill., on Oc-
tober 18. He lived on Route 4, Ful-
ton, and had gone to Vienna for a
load of fruit.
He was born in Weakley County,
Tenn., the son of the late Thomas
Ralph and Evalina Elmore Wil-
liams. He was a member of the
Missionary Baptist Church at May-
field.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Pearlean Williams of Cayce; two
sons, Eual Williams of Utica, Mich.,
and Elvis Williams of Baldwin,
Mo.; three daughters, Mrs. Grover
Wright of Cayce, Mrs. Bill Mans-
field of Detroit and Mrs. Russell
Johnson of Chicago; fifteen grand-
children; two great grandchildren
and two half-brothers, Robert Wil-
liams of Fulton and Daniel Wit
barns of Route 3, Martin. .
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
October 26:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Nannie Austin, Raymond
Killebrew, Miss Mae Carter, Bill
Stokes, Harry Barber, J. W. Notes,
Mrs. Robert Barnett, Mrs. L. M.
Smith, Fulton; James Lucy, Treva
Lou Hedge, Mrs. Virgil Covington,
Mrs. Gerald Nanney, John Pryor,
John H. Minor, South Fulton; Mrs.
Loyd Henderson, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Jimmy Coltharp, Route 2, Wingo;
Bedford Nunley, Clinton; Mrs.
Fayne Crass, Water Valley; Perry
Strong, Milburn; Mrs. Chester
Reed, Union City; Mrs. Malcolm
Alford, Dukedom,
FULTON HOSPITAL
A. E. Glasco, Mrs. AdeII Fergu-
son, Mrs. Martin Nall, James
Elam, Mrs. Bert Newhouse, Gladys
Holt, Coy Matheny, Mary Alice
Coleman, Mrs. Boss Neely, Renee
May, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Fulton;
Carl Kimberlin, Mrs. Pansy Gard-
ner, Herbert Latta, E. E. Long,
South Fulton; Mrs. Robert Sutton,
Oscar Finch, Donna Perry, Route
1, Fulton; Mrs. Herman St. John,
Route 2, Fulton; Avery Hancock,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Milburn
Adams, Wingo; Mrs. Howard Jack-
son, Route 1, Wingo; Houston Cav-
ender, James Jackson, Water Val-
ley; Glenda McMorris, Route 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Ronald Cook
and baby, Route 4, Mayfield;
Claudie Burgess, Clinton; Shane
Rainbolt, Dresden.
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
October 28: Teddy Barclay, Wil-
lowdean Zickefoose; October 29:
Nancy Easterwood, Sandra Laird
Hallman, David McKinney, Lee
Rucker; October 30: Dr. Ward
Bushart, Mrs. Billie Moss; October
31: Paul Blaylock, Montez Kimbel;
November 1: Ruby Mayhall,
Gregg Sallee; November 2: K. Rick
Dalton, Peggy Gilbert, Ann Wil•
hams Carter; November 3: Jess
Dowdy, Scott Ferguson, Danny Ray
Zickefoose.
SENIORS TO MEETI
The Senior Citizens will meet at
the First Methodist Church this
(Thursday) afternoon at 1:30 p. m.
and will be taken on a tour of
Swift and Company's plant, follow-
ing which they will return to the
church to conclude the meeting.
Visitors are invited.
Disabled Workers Fulton High
Should Apply For Names Honor
Social Security Roll Students
Social Security workers who be-
come disabled should not delay ap-
plying for benefits according to
Charles Whitaker, Paducah Dis-
trict Social Security Manager.
"Some disabled persons," Whit-
aker said, "are delaying a contact
with us because they mistakenly
believe they cannot apply until
they have been disabled six
months. There is a 6-month wait-
ing period, for which no payments
can be made but the application
should be made as soon as the dis-
ability begins."
Under Social Security Whitaker
explained, an insured worker's dis-
ability begins the day he becomes
unable to work because of an ill-
ness or Injury that is expected to
continue to prevent work for as
many.ag 12 months.
Payments to an eligible worker
begin for the seventh month after
the disability begins. No payments
are made for any of the six months
in the waiting period. A disabled
worker, however, should apply as
soon as possible after he becomes
disabled as this will allow time
needed to process his claim and
prevent a delay in. payment that
often occurs when applications are
not filed promptly.
Persons who have doubts as to
whether they are eligible should
write or visit the Social Security
Office, 112 South 10th, Paducah,
'Kentucky.
Clinic For Crippled
Children In Paducah
The semi-annual crippled child-
ren's clinic sponsored by the Padu-
cah Charity League and the Ken-
tucky Society for Crippled Chil-
dren will be held November 8.
'The clinic will be held at the
Broadway Methodist Church in Pa-
ducah. It will begin at 8 a. m. and
is for all crippled children in West-
ern Kentucky.
THE DOBBS TRUSS
No Ealbe—No Belts—No Straps. Bolds rapture in and up like the
bend — Accept No Other—Aeoept the Beet TOT Reducible
ashable, Sanitary — For Single Or Disable Rapture
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET PHONES 10, 423
FOR TOUR
' FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 4124351 208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE -0- ONE
Students at Fulton High school
making all A's and B's and attain-
ing the honor roll for the first six
weeks, announced by Principal J.
M. Martin, are as follows:
Seniors - Ronnie Bennett, Mike
Campbell, Marjorie Collier, Steve
Jones, Buddy Myers, Brenda Mc-
Bride, Tom Nanny, John Reed,
Jerry Sublette;
Juniors • David Dunn, Carol
Heithcock, Ann Lawson, Melanie
Puckett, Jane Sublette, Joyce
Tucker;
Sophomores - Rita Adams, Gail
Bushart, Susan Caldwell, Dee
Fields, Avery Hancock, Cathy Hy-
land, James McCarthy, Kay Mann,
Martha Poe, Donna Wall, Debbie
Wheeler, David Winston, Debbie
Wright;
Freshmen - Sheila Barron, Jan
Dumas, Allen Kimbell, Cathy Me•
Alister, Thomas Moss, Sheila
Owens, James Pavilukiewicz,
Karen Rice, Faye Reddle, Karen
Treas, Clifford Warren, Mariana
Weaks.
Students making all A's are: Sen-
iors - Mike Campbell, Steve Jones;
Sophomores - Rita Adams, Susan
Caldwell, Cathy Hyland; Freshmen
- Karen Rice, Faye fuddle.
HAPPY FIVE TO SING
The Happy Five Quartet of near
Dresden will he the featured sing-
ers at the Crutchfield Baptist
Church singing next Sunday, Oc-
tuber 30, at 2 ps in. All singers are
invited.
sinuetimmuys 
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
The Fulton News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
The Huntsville Alabama Times
had a picture of the 1966-67 Inter-
national Banana Princess this
week. She sure is a beauty.
It is always so pleasing to see
my home town doing so well. I
have had many people in this area
to ask me different questions about
Fulton-and South Fulton.
I understand that this year's
festival was tremendously success-
ful. I congratulate all of you. I cer-
tainly wish I could have been there
to help you celebrate.
Keep up the good work.
I enjoy reading The News each
week. It keeps me up with all the
news from home.
'Yours very truly,
Harold Weldon
Lincoln Theatre
Fayetteville, Tennessee
Fulton Band Parents
Plan Spaghetti Meal
A spaghetti supper will be spon-
sored by the Fulton Band Parents
Club on Thursday, November 10,
from 5 p. m. to 7:30 p. m. at Carr
Elementary cafeteria.
Tickets are $1.00 for adults and
50c for children, and proceeds will
go to the Fulton High band.
Come aboard the Bonus Bandwagon...
41"
A special bargain! A big bonus! You get both if you buy an
electric clothes dryer during our Bonus Bandwagon days.
With this special bargain, you can dry clothes any time
you wish, inside where it's warm and dry. Dry clothes
fluffier, brighter, with fewer wrinkles.
Come aboard the Bonus Bandwagon for easier wash-
days. For a big bonus from us. Choose your electric
clothes dryer — and other laundry appliances — from
your appliance dealer's special bargains. Collect a bonus
from us with each purchase.
Mr. and Mrs. !sham Conner have
returned from a ten day vacation,
spent in Texas. They visited rela-
tives in several towns. They were
accompanied by Mrs. Conner's
sister, Mrs. G. J. Lay of Jackson,
Tenn., and spent one day and night
with her on their return trip.
Mrs. Mancil Roach has been real
sick, but is up and feeling better
mu.
Mrs. William Earl Long has been
in Hillview Hospital, but hopes to
be home in a day or so.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold llolland, of
New Orleans, visited Mrs. Virginia
Hay and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hay Sat-
urday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter (Tube)
Smith, of Lansing, Mich., have
been visiting friends and relatives
here the past ten days. They are
returning home today (Monday).
Before coming to Pierce they
spent a week in Fayetteville, Tenn.,
with Mr. Smith's sisters, Mrs. Bet-
ty Jenkins and Mrs. Ethel Camp-
bell, who accompanied them to
Pierce for a few days. All of them
grew up in Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and
their house guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Smith and Riley Smith,
spent Sunday at Paris Landing and
had a very nice outing.
Billie Stem spent the week end in
Millington in LT. S. Navy training.
The Kentucky State ''slice hive
to add one hundhsd new troo7ars
to the force by the end of 1967.
Mrs. Pearl Fisher, of Memphis,
is visiting friends in Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brockman, of
-Michigan, visited last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Jeffress.
Miss Clarice Bondurant, Mrs.
Lou Bondurant and Canielle, were
last Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Anne Ballow in Martin.
Mrs. Wesley Campbell. of Akron,
spent last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and Andy.
Mrs. Mary Evelyn Goodwin and
Mrs. Wesley Campbell were Wed-
nesday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Mrs. J. B. Inman, of fidgety,
Tenn., spent the week end' with
Miss Clarice Bondurant.
Chester Wade spent the
week end with her mother, Mrs.
Ethel Oliver, and Miss Lynette
Oliver in Memphis.
Mrs. Virginia Jones is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Ashe.
and Mr. Ashe in Memphis.
Whifnel Funeral Home
offers
I). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
LIMITED TIME ONLY The Bonus Bandwagon will be
at appliance dealers' stores for a limited time only. Visit
your dealer today. Choose your laundry appliances early
TO COLLECT YOUR BONUS Buy your electric clothes
dryer — or other laundry appliances — and install them
on our lines on or after October 6. When you buy and in-
stall one or more of the appliances listed here, bring your
sales receipt to our office — and pick up your bonus.
SPECIAL BONUS OFFERS
Automatic Electric Washer. $10.00
Electric Clothes Dryer  $15.00
Electric Water Heater  $15.00
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Fulton High Is Choice Of Three
Murray State University Seniors
Pictured here are the three well.known student teachers from Murray
State, Mr. Mantle, Mr. Steele, and Mr. Brady. Also pictured is Mr. Lee.
IhWi li.h has welcomed three
young, alert, and very understand-
ing student teachers. All three
came to F. H. S. from Murray
State University.
Student teaching in the physical
education depacment is Mr. Mark.
Brady. Ilk hometown is Evans-
ville. Indiana where he was gradu-
ated from North high chool. Mr.
Brady is majoring in'history and
physical education. He is living in
Fulton while student teaching. He
is planning now to attend gradu-
ate seitool.
- - -
Mr. Edward Mantle is teaching
commerce under Mrs. Robertson.
He is from Bardwell and attended
Carlisle County High. Mr. Mantle
commutes to Fulton from Bardwell
everyday. He is majoring in busi-
ness and plans to teach after
graduation.
Mr. Tommy Steele, from Mur-
ray. Kentucky is with Mr. Robert- of our area.
son in Use industrial arts depart  Mr. and Mrs
ment. He attended Murray High
School. Mr. Steele is also residing
in Fulton during his student teach-
ing period. He plans to teach in-
dustrial arts after he is graduated
from college.
Two New Subjects Offered At FHS
The Creative Writing Class is pictured above. The class will study
speech the next semester.
In the school curriculum this
year a new course has been added.
This course consists of creative
writing and speech. Mrs. Mach-
man, the teacher has been quoted
as saying, "The object is to pro-
mote good writing habits and to
evoke whatever originality exists
in each student. A primary aim is
to make the stuaents see that
writing can be fun."
Grammatical mechanics was the
objective of the first part of the
course. arious assignments aimed
to review the students in these
basic mechanics. Later assign-
ments have consisted of writing
themes and paragraphs, vocabu-
lary development and outside
reading.
The second semester will deeal
with the fundamentals of speech
and debate.
3570 No. Lindbergh Rd.
rp 0 I tBypass 66-67 just So.
of Interstate 70  ttltakcy 441:
Each "room" is a
3-room suite! with
living room, bedroom,
terrace, dining,
kitchenette & Bar.
Overlooks
swimming pool.
Smart restaurants
for entertaining.
Your luxury suite at
the price of a room
Write today for
folders: Weekend
Package Plan,
Commercial Brochure,
Convention-banquet
Facilities.
FREE
PARKING
.44
1% 411)
PARKWAY
t' 4545 Forest Park Blvd.
FO 7-5080
Mrs, Bettie Stephens of Water
Valley is on a visit to her brother,
llarrison Austin, and Mrs. Austin
in District 1. She is enjoying her
visit with him and with old friends
around this area.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday
morning at eleven o'clock and also
at the evening worship service.
Mrs. Gilbert Roberts is now at
home, after several weeks hospital-
ization front broken bones sustain-
ed in an auto accident. All friends
wish for her a soon complete re-
covery and hope that her convales-
cent days won't be too lengthy.
Tom Stephenson and his mother,
Mrs. Mary Stephenson, moved into
their new brick home several weeks
ago. It is modern in every respect
and electrically heated, and all the
modern gadgets are being enjoyed
by this fine family in First Dis-
trict.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barber of
Mayfield have recently made a
visit to Knoxville and were house
guests of their daughter, Ruth, and
husband. who recently built a
modern split-level home. Enroute
home, they visited Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True near here. A fine trip
reported and all enjoyed their visit.
The Barbers are former residents
of Chicago spent the week end with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones
near here. They returned home
Sunday, accompanied by parents,
who will spend this week in the
Windy City as their guests, also as
guests of other children, Mr. and
Mrs. Hirschel Jones, Robert Jones
and families.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire
spent some time the past week with
Mrs. Mary Stephenson and son
was here the past week. He was a
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Buton
Lassiter and also visitL.1 his sister,
Mrs. Lillian Doyle, in Onion City.
I enjoy the oeautiful autumn
weather, when nature takes on the
bright hues, but regret to see the
leaves come tumbling down. If we
didn't have this season, winter
next, then spring in all its glory,
we would forget to appreciate what
season we like best. There are all
the flowers - dahlias, chrysanthe-
mums, zinnias and all the others
like beautiful roses, which do their
part in making everyone happy at
this time.
The combining of beans has got-
ten well under way in this section,
where the largest acreage was
grown this year. The yield is excel-
lent, considering the hot, dry wea-
ther we experienced during the
summer, according to reports
reaching your writer.
BUILDINGS A-PLENTY!
The campus of Murray State
University includes more than 40
buildings.
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Tayier
Pahl for by Kentucky Democratic Committee, 'nodded • Koster Oakerman, ChsIrman, Lexington • Marie Turner, Chairwoman, Jackson • Menthe! Peace, Tre•so.,.. Fnokfort
Summary of changes in
KENTUCKY'S COURT SYSTEM
A UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM The proposed Constitution Revision seeks to unify Kentucky's court system
from the highest state level through the local level. The unified system would consist of a Supreme Court, a
Court of Appeals, Circuit Courts and District Courts.
THE SUPREME COURT This would be a new judicial level
created out of the existing Court of Appeals, presently Ken-
tucky's highest court. The Supreme Court would become the
highest court—the court of last resort—in the Common-
wealth. The Supreme Court would set rules of procedure for
lower courts. Jurisdiction would be established by the Gen-
eral Assembly.
THE COURT OF APPEALS A new intermediate judicial
level, the Court of Appeals, would relieve some of the work
load from the Supreme Court. It would consist of at least
nine judges, one from each of the seven Court Districts and
two from the state-at-large.
CIRCUIT COURTS The Circuit Courts would operate as
they do now.
DISTRICT COURTS A District Court would be created for
each county and would assume the present jurisdiction of the
Police, Justice of Peace, Quarterly and County Courts, The
General Assembly would provide for as many District Court
judges in each district as the Supreme Court certifies is
necessary. Generally, there would be one district court for
each county. However, two adjoining counties could be con-
solidated into one district if the Supreme Court certifies that
one district judge could handle the judicial business of the
combined counties. In this case, a District Court Commis-
sioner would be named from residents of counties other than
the one in which the judge lives.
QUALIFICATION OF JUDGES Under the Constitution Re-
vision, all judges would be qualified attorneys.
LOOK FOR THIS WHEN YOU VOTE NOVEMBER 8
Alteration Or Reformation
Of Constitution
Are you in favor of reforming the Constitu-
tion of the Commonwealth to cause same to
be in the same form and language as finally
submitted to the Governor and the General
Assembly of Kentucky by the Constitution
Revision Assembly and set forth in Senate
Bill No. 161 enacted at the Regular Session
of the General Assembly of Kentucky held
in the year 1966 and as heretofore sched-
uled and published as required by law?
SELECTION OF SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF AP-
PEALS JUDGES When there is a vacancy, a Nominating
Commission would present three names to the Governor. He
will appoint one of these. After three years, this judge would
run for election to a full eight-year term. He would run un-
opposed and "on his record." He would not run as a member
of any political party. He would have to be approved by the
voters for each additional term. Should he fail to win this ap-
proval, or resign from the bench, a vacancy would exist; and
the same nomination-appointment-election procedure would
be required.
SELECTION OF CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT COURT JUDGES
Circuit Court judges in districts with a population of more
than 50,000 would be selected in the same mariner as higher
court judges unless otherwise voted by the'-people of the
district.
Circuit Court judges in districts of less than 50,000 would
be elected for eight-year terms unless otherwise voted by the
people of the district.
District Court judges would be elected for four-year terms.
THE BILL OF RIGHTS The original Bill of Rights under
the present Constitution remains unchanged in the pro-
posed revisions. However, three new rights were added:
One permits an individual to waive pre-trial indictment
in a felony charge, thus allowing him a speedier trial. A
second prohibits any individual from being held in jail as
a material witness. The third would prohibit the invasion
of privacy of an individual by means of wire tapping or
any other electronic or mechanical snooping devices.
INFORMED CITIZENS MAKE WISE CHOICES
I encourage every Kentucky voter to read the entire proposed
Constitution Revision. You may have a free copy by writing to the
Attorney General's Office, State Capitol Building, Frankfort, Ky.
Ono of, serNs of messages prepared and published according to lagislatly•
directive by Robert Matthews, Attorney General. This message has been author-
ized under a law enacted by the 1988 Kentucky General Assembly, thled Senate
Bill 161, Sec. V: "...The Attorney General shaii cause the proposed Constitu-
tion and schedule or summaries thereof to be further publicized by other com-
munication media In order that the voters of the Commonwealth may have a
reasonable opportunity to become Informed on the Issue to be decided by them.*
Son, Granddaughter Of Casey Jones Christen Passenger Train Page 7 The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 27, 1966
This is the Casey Jones Monument, located at Cayce, Kentucky. With
proper promotion, it should become a great tourist attraction when the
Purchase Parkway is finish-ad.
Toon Say thefts dalletaad
BARBECUED RIDS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Senator John Sherman Coop-
er, member of the Senate
Public Works Committee, has
helped all of Kentucky — its
people, lob-holders and lob-
seekers, its business and industry. His work has meant
flood protection, improved navigation, better water
supply, water and sewage systems for our towns,
reservoirs, improved Federal and interstate highways.
Re-Elect Senator John Sherman
Paid for by John Sharman Cooper Campaign Committee,
John S. Pato, Trisaivrer, 605 Brown Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
An unusual train -will be touring
the United States. It is the Per-
macel Express - the only private
passenger train now operating on
commercial railroads in the United
States. It is owned by the Per-
macel -Division of Johnson & John-
son. Permacel is the manufacturer
of industrial sealing tapes.
The three-car train has been re-
modeled and decorated in the style
of the 1890-1920 era. It was christ-
ened at ceremonies at Illinois Cen-
tral's Central Station in Chicago.
Participating in the ceremonies
were Charles B. Jones of Fulton,
Ky., son of America's famed loco-
motive engineer, and Mrs. Emily
Jones Ralph, granddaughter of
Casey Jones. Jones, now retired
From employment at the railroad's
shops, was attired in engineer's
garb and was the principal in the
christening of the train, breaking a
bottle of champagne on the train's
observation platform.
Also, Jones was presented with a
telegraph sender and receiving set,
circa 1900, by Robert 0. Bodell,
superintendent of the Chicago Divi-
sion of the Illinois Central. The set
will be deposited in the Casey
Jones Museum at Jackson, Tenn.
Heart of the train is the class-
room car, which blends the decor of
the old with the latest in audio-vis-
ual equipment, including closed-
circuit TV. At the rear of this car,
which seats 36, is a small lounge,
with antique furniture upholstered
in satin damask, where distributor
managers can watch the training
sessions on a TV monitor.
At the rear of the classroom car
is another familiar sight on pass-
enger trains of yesteryear—an ob-
servation deck with' brass rail and
fittings. Making the deck was no
easy trick. Permacel had to slice
off an end of the coach to accom-
modate it, and had to pass rigid
railroad safety tests when it was
completed.
The beautiful dining-lounge car
will comfortably seat 36 persons.
It is elegantly outfitted with old-
time parlor chairs, plush carpets,
a canopied oak bar, black marble
cocktail tables, old fashioned
lamps, oil paintings, gold striped
and fringed windbw shades, ornate
carvings, silk and satin embellish-
ments, and ta player piano. There
are brass cuspidors throughout the
train.
The outside of The Permacel
Express is brightly painted in Per-
macel's colors: red and white
(along the sides of the cars) and
black (on the roofs). Fancy gold
scrollwork adds a decorative touch
to the sides,
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Kentucky's soil and water con-
servation districts should move in-
to the vactann that exizts in rival
areas in natural resources develop-
ment, according to John S. Wilder,
vice president of the National As-
-Sociation of Conservation Districts.
He spoke at a convention of the
Kentucky Association of Soil and
Water Districts at Cumberland
Falls State Park. He said he was
not suggesting that the districts
usurp the powers of planning and
zoning commissions, but that they
must expand their program to take
NO MONEY DOWN UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
WHEN YOU TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRE
Charles Jones, son of famed American engineer Casey Jones, prepares to christen the Permacel Express by breaking a bottle of champagne
on the observation end of the train. The three-car train has been remodeled and decorated in the red and gold luxury of the turn of the century.
It is used as a sales training school for Permacel distributors. Casey Jones was an Illinois Central locomotive engineer until his death in 1900.
Charles Jones was employed in the railroad's shops at Fulton, Ky., until his retirement several years ago.
Westetn Kentucky's newest highweys
 
 PennyrIle Perkwsy
Kutch.** Parkway,
Interstate Rt. 21
Coal and concrete highways are partners in
progress for western Kentucky
Coal mining in western Kentucky is a major source of jobs and income.
Huge quantities of coal are consumed in cement manufacturing. Paving westen4
Kentucky's modern highways with concrete means greater use of coal—more worf
,for miners! And this increased activity benefits other businesses and industries, too,1
Concrete on these highways not only will mean more work for the miner--4t Ghost
Will provide a first-class road system that attracts new industry and tourists
to boost local business even more. Concrete stays solid and smooth-riding,
lasts 50 years and more with little maintenance. Based on actual
Kentucky records, upkeep expense runs 75 per cent less than for asphalt
Today in western Kentucky, coal and concrete highways truly are partners
in progress. With miners, businessmen, and everyone concerned with the futurii
of the area, the choice for highways is modem concrete.,
This message Sponsored jointly by:
THE PORTUIND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Louisville, Ky.
pratiorrdwittdt2n,
AIIVESTERN KENTUCKY COAL PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION,
lAteeratityp was la Mewl el batimar ate Massy
_ .......
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There'll be some interesting fines in Union City from now on. The John
Blacks, what: daughter married Charles Pigue, will move to that Ten.
nessee town in December to make their home. Mr. Browder is a retired
steel executive from Philadelphia. Shown above are. Mrs. Ramelle
Pigue, Mrs. Black and Mr. Black, greeting James White, a Union City 
The two Kentucky highway employees who erected the marlier are standing behind left to right: Mrs.
banker and a former Fultonian. Mrs. Pigue entertained at a small din- 
Grace Andrews, Mrs. James Browder, Mrs. Estone Browder, .1. 0. Lewis, Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Bertha
ner party thy Blacks on Monday. 
Nugent, Mrs. Fred Cloys and Mrs. Hendon Wright.. (Story on page one.)
WET NAM—
IC ontinuea from rase Line)
The Red Criss called attention to
'he U. S. Post Office's deadlines
for overseas mailing: Nov. 10 for
A Fulton couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence R. Copeland have five
sons in active duty in the armed
services.
Their five sons represent an
accumulative total of 43 years of
military service, with two in the
Air Force, two in the Army and
one in the Navy.
The Copeland sons in service
are: T/Sgt. George T. Copeland,
34, USAF, Kessler AFB, Miss.;
Spec. S. Franklin T. Copeland, 31,
U. S. Army in Viet Nam; S/Sgt.
Jerry Copeland, 27, USAF, Oki-
nawa; Seaman 1. C. Robert L.
Copeland, 22, U. S. Navy, aboard
the USS AKA Tulane out of San
Diego; Pfc. Clarence R. Copeland
Jr., 20, U. S. Army at Fort Car-
son, Colo.
surface mail: Dec. 10 for airmail.
It added: "A couple of weeks
sooner will be much safer.'
All 1565 City Taxes
Are Now Delinquent.
Names Will Be Published
After December 1.
(Aly cd South Fulton
Senior Class Elects '66 Favorites
From This Fulton "Kennel"
Recently the Senior 'lass select-
ed its favorites,
David Hazlewood and Janie
Nodes were chose as Best All
Around. Janie is co-editor of the
1967 "Gr-r rowl" and a member of
the Quill and Scroll, Honor Socie-
ty, F. N. A., F. T. A., and F. H. A.
clubs. David is a class officer, a
member of the "Kennel" and
"Gr-r-rowl" staffs, F. T. A., and
the Honor Society.
Those elected as Most Likely To
Succeed were John Reed and
Brenda McBride. Brenda is co-
editor of the "Kennel." head ma-
jorette in the band and a member
of the "Gr-r-rowl" staff, Honor So-
ciety, F. H. A., F. N. A., and
F. T. A, John is drum major of
the band and a member of the
"Kennel" staff; Quill and Scroll,'
F. T. A., and the Honor Society.
Mike Butts and Brenda Harrison
were selected as those with the
best personalities. Mike plays foot-
ball and Brenda is a member of
the annual staff, F. N. A., and the
F. H. A.
Those choeen as the Best Lead-
ers were Margie Collier and Steve
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Jones. Margie is a member of the
band, Honor Society, I" N It and
the "Kennel" staff. Steve is the co-
editor of the "Kennel" and a mem-
ber of the "Gr-r-rowl" staff, Honor
Society, F. T. A., and the Quill and
Scroll.
Mike Campbell and Harriet Han-
cock were elected Best Dressed.
Harriet is a member of the
F. H. A., F. N. A., and the Honor
Society. Mike is in the band and a
member of the "Kennel" staff,
F. T. A., Honor Society, and the
Quill and Scroll.
Tom Nanney and Carbie Lou Bo-
lin were selected as the Most De-
pendable. Tom is the Senior class
president, a member of the Quill
and Scroll, F. T. A., French club,
Honor Society, and is on the "Ken-
nel" and the annual staffs. Carbie
is on the staffs of both the "Ken-
nel" and the "Gr-r-rowl" and a
member of the Honor Society,
F. T. A., F. N. A., F. H. A., Quill
and Scroll, and the French club.
She is also a class officer.
SPECULATOR TO EDITOR
Besides being a successful land
speculator in Chicago, a lieutenant
gene:-al in the Confederate army
and governo7 of Kentucky, Simon
Bolivar Buckner, Sr. also tried his
hand at journalism. After two years
experience at New Orleans, he be-
came editor of the Louisville
Courier June 1, 1968.
SUGAR CAMP CHAIRLIFT
Weekend visitors to Jenny Wiley
State Park can ride the new chair-
lift to the top of Sugar Camp
Mountain, 2,200 feet up. through
October. Then the lift will close
until next May 15, says the State
Parks Department.
NOTEBOOK--
(Continued Prom Pogo Ono)
tuckians studied the 1891 constitu-
lion and debated provisions for a
new one for two full years. They
also went back to the state's three
earlier charters, .for a better un-
derstanding of the 1891 convention's
thinking. The Constitution Revision
Assembly then hammered out its
final draft in the course of several
months of public parliamentary
debate. There was no secrecy about
it, and even professional politicians
like A. B. Chandler and Marlow
Cook wound up signing it. That
they now object to its passage
means that they hope that will get
them some votes. But had they felt
conscientious objections to the pro-
posed document they could have
refused to sign it at the time it was
sent to the state legislature.
The public needs to remember
that the Revision Assembly's re-
port was made to the legislature.
It was the General Assembly which
gave the proposed revision legal
standing, by adopting House Bill
161, which submits it to popular
vote. The House passed the bill 79-
17, and the Senate 32-0. It was the
General Assembly, not the advisory
CRA, that chose to submit the en-
tire document to the people for
ratification under Section 4 of the
Bill of Rights. This is a much more
democratic way than could have
been chosen under the restrictive
1891 constitution, which does not
guarantee or require that the final
work of a constitutional convention
has to be submitted for ratification.
SPOOKS FOR YOUTHSI
A Hallowe'en party will be held
Saturday night, October 29, at 7
o'clock in the South Fulton East
gym, with tricks, treats, prizes
and refreshments. Admission is 15e
and 25c. The party is sponsored by
Youth Recreation program and
South Fulton Citizens Advisory
Committee.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I
NOTICE
I will be in Fulton at City Hall from 9 A. M.
to 4 P. M. on Friday. October 28th to collect State
and County Taxes. I will collect from residents who
live in the City of Fulton and the entire east end of
Fulton County.
THE DISCOUNT of 2% has been extended
from November 1st to November 8th to comply
with an order from the State Department for Ful-
ton County.
James "Buck" Menees, Sheriff
Fulton County, Kentucky
•
Remember
Our Children!
Vote "YES" for the Constitution Nov. 8
The improved Kentucky Constitution:
• Will take schools and courts out of partisan
politics.
• Will save taxpayers millions of dollars on school
construction by lowering interest rates on bonds.
• Will prohibit Frankfort appointment of local
officials.
• Will cut cost of elections in half.
• Will provide complete exemption of tax on live-
stock, farm equipment, machinery and intangi-
bles.
• Will permit farmers to assess property for present
use rather than at 100% fair cash value.
The Future Of Kentucky Is At Stake
•
Remember Our Children
VOTE YES
For The Constitution November 8
Paid for by Kentuckians For A Better Constitution, 1051/10 50ee3. ay Gilbert W Kingsbury. Tf•INIWOR. •
